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ABSTRACT 

Children who have ban abused or neglected are at ri& of wmproniised 

developrnent physicaliy, emotionally, wgnitively, sexuaiiy and socially. Compromised 

development can negatively s&ct th& ability as cbildren, adolescents and adults to 

fbction positiveiy and effectvely in thek enviro~unents. The focus of this practinim was 

the provision of play therapy for children who had experienced abuse or  neglect. The 

practicum experience indudeci working with foui cbiidren under the age of 12 on a 

weekly basis for approximately one year. A review of the literahue regarding the 

definition of play, play therapy models and techniques, abuse and negiect of children, and 

issues of working with cbildren in care, is providecl. Two case examples are described 

including an evaluation of the outcornes using standardized measures. Clinical themes 

relevant to play therapy with chiidren who have been abused or  neglected are discussed 

and include the therapeutic relationship; traasference; loyalty to parents; anger, anxiety 

and aggression; developmental issues; and systemic issues. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1 graduated fiom the University of Manitoba in 1988 with a Bachelor of Social 

Work degree. For the last 12 Yeats, 1 have been working in the field of child welfâre, 

initially as a Child and F a d y  SeMces social worker in the core area ofthe city. 

Subsequent to this expenence, 1 worked for approxhately five years at a residentid 

treatment fàcility for adolescent girls as a clinïcal case manager. 1 then worked for three 

years at the CMd Protectbn Centre where my main respoosiirity was the completion of 

parent-c hild assessment S. 

W e  prior to my play therapy practicum, there was most certainly a therapeutic 

component to my work with chiidren, youth and families, rny focus up until that time was 

on assessment, investigation, protection and case management. In order to feel more 

'îvell-rounded" in both my lcnowledge base and skiil level 1 wanted to develop my dinical 

skills through the practicm process. 

Specifically, I wanted to become competent in providing play therapy for children 

who were experiencing pain, SUYtietyy feu, sadnessY anger, low seLf-esteem and 

attachent difnculties due to a variety of life circumstances. In keeping with my child 

weifàre expenence to date, 1 chose to focus my practicum expenence on children who 

have sdEered emotional, physical or semal abuse, or neglect- 

My leamhg objectives were as foîlows: 

1) To become knowledgeable about the different play therapy models and 

competent in the provision of play therapy with children under the age of 

twelve who have d e r e d  fiom abuse, neglect or l o s  using various models 

and techniques. As Schaefier and O'Connor (1983) note in their introduction 



to the not aii phy thaapy tecbniques are 

e f f i v e  with al1 types of clients and in aü types ofsituations. They suggest 

that a p r d p t i v e  approach "emphas'i the therapist's responsibility to 

determine the most appropriate therapeutic technique for each particular 

case" (p. 1). 

2) To become competent in offering support and education to caregivers of 

children who are engaged ui play therapy while stin respscting the child- 

client, adult-therapist relationship. 

3) To become more knowledgeable in the area of child abuse and neglect 

especiaiiy in tenus of k ing  able to diierentiate between normative childhood 

behaviour and behaviour wbich is of concern. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theories of Play Behrrviour: An Ovemen  

The scientific study of play behaviour began in the nineteenth century and has 

yielded numerous definitions oc and explanations for, this phenomenoa These theories 

can be divided into four general categories: biologicai, psychoanalytical, developmental 

and cultural- 

Bioloeical Thewies of Plav 

Earty theorists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries tended to define 

play behaviour in biological terms. In 1875, Schiller described play as "the expresion of 

supertluous energy" (cited in Bronstein, Krikorian, & Wiener, 11964, p. 387). Spencer 

(1 90 l), too, subscribed to such a theory. In addition to their belief that play was the 

result of a surplus of energy thst was no longer needed for basic survivai, these theorias 

based their concept on the premise that human beings were innately active organisms. 

Play, then, was the natural consequence of an automatic channeling of energy aiter basic 

survival needs had been met. 

A criticism of the surplus energy theory of play is its fdure to distinguish between 

the structure and characteristics ofdifferent forms of play behaviour (Levy, 1978). A 

second criticism of the theory is the observation that not all play behaviour is "Caimless'' 

and, indeed, may fW very specific fùnctions either within the process of the play 

behaviour itself or in the pursuit of the play behaviour goai Wvy, 1978). A third 

criticism of the theory is provided by Smilansky (1968) who worked with socidturally 

depnved children in Israel and discovered Merences in the play fonns among 
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socioculturai groups. Consequerrtly, she rejected the notion ofa universal "play drive" 

motivated by a "surpius reservoir of energy". Sped idy ,  she wrote: 

Schiller's theory cannot satisfktorily account for the fact that 

'play drive,' a phenornenon cornmon to all chîldren., does not 

provide a basic source of play behavior for under-privileged 

children, as it does for chiidren fiom high socioculturai 

backgrounds. Accordhg to Schiller, chilcira manage, thrwgh 

their 'play drive,' to fiee themselves fiom the shackles of reality- 

We found no hun in Schiller's theory that could expiain why 

some children (underprideged) do not achieve this fieedom. (p. 

49) 

A fourth cnticism of the surplus energy theory was provided by Beach (1945) and 

Groos (1901) who both noted that physical energy camot be stored and that, 

furthemore, play behaviour can be observed in both animais and children even when a 

surplus resewoir of energy is not apparent. 

In con- to Schiller and Spencer's theory, Lazarus (1883) proposed the 

recreation theory of play behaviour, îhat is, that play is the result of the individual's need 

to overcome a deficit of energy. Alderman (1974) notes that this theory fails to explain 

play not preceded by mental fatigue, nor does it distinguish betwen the Merent 

structural dimensions of various forms of play. However, it does contrast work 

behaviour (characterized by its seriousness, its explicit purpose, goals and measurable end 

product, and its tendency to cause physical and mental strain) with play behaviour 

whereby the latter ccalleviates boredom and psychological tension but also seans to 
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replenish one's physical storesn (Alderman, 1974, p. 30). The miin criîicism of laainis' 

recreation theory of play is its Mure  to address the interactional differences in various 

work and play environments, and various people. However, in general terms, the tbeory 

appears to have some validity, fw people wouid disagree that play acpenences can malce 

people feel better prqared both psychologkally and physically for a retum to work. 

In 1901, Gmos went on to develop what has corne to be known as the pre- 

exercise tfieory of play. According to Groos (19û1), play is denaed by the emergence of 

incomplete hereditary instincts- Through play, cmde instincts are practiced and honed for 

the struggle to survive. The assumptions underlying the pre-exercise theory of play 

include a belief in the evolution of the human species through naturai selection and the 

resultant survival of the fittest, and the belief that child play is the opportunity to 

overcome an 'ksufncient hereditary endowment" for this purpose. Groos (290 1) 

postulated that human beings needed a stage in their developmental process characterized 

by 'playful experimentation" which would aiiow them to master the senses of survival, 

such as smell, touch, hearing, motor kinesthesis, and d a r  discriraination (Grws  1901). 

Srnilansky (1968) outlines the shortwmings of this theory in ternis of its naïve 

overemphasis on the innate biological detenninants of play. She States: 

Under-privileged children, tw, have instincts; why do they not 

train and strengthen their instinctual tendencies . . . through the 

experience that play activity affords? Where do these children 

acquire the aecessacy training to strengthen and suppon their 

chances of SurYival in addt We? (p. 5 1) 
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Another dif6dty with the pre-exercise theory of play behaviour is its assumption 

that human beings, b d  on the past and present, are capable ofknowing what S u T V i d  

skills will be needed in the fùture. Levy (1 97%) notes that this is both impossible and 

impractical given the rapidly changing characteristics of life as we approach the 21. 

century. 

Hall (1906) defhed play as the recapitdation of the various phylogenetic stages 

that have preceded the human species on the evolutionary d e ,  that is, Insectivora, 

Carnivora, Hyaendonta, Taeniodonta and so forth. The underlying tenet of this theory is 

the belief in children as an evolutionary Iink between present-day human beings and aii 

prior cultural stages of the human race. Children, by way of th& play, recapitulate the 

behav iod  traits that made past suMval possible (e-g., chbing,  swînging, throwing, 

catching, running and y e h g )  without compromising the cultural and social progress of 

human culture. 

Smilansky (1968) has criticized Hall's theory of play behaviour for its failwe to 

recognize the impact of environmental and socio-cultural faîtors on play behaviour. Ellis 

(1973) M e r  cnticizes this theoretical concept as it does not explain "the intense interest 

of man in toys that utilize contemporary technology, such as slot cars, dirt bikes, 

chemistry sets, and tallting dolls" (p. 44). 

In 19 16, T. W. Patrick extendeci Lazanis' earlier recreation theory of play 

speculating that play stems fiom a need for relaxation. Specificaily, he felt that play is the 

result of the adult human king's need for gross motor activities that are generally not 

undertaken due to the tendency of adult human beings to engage predominantly in 

activities which rely on the smaii muscles. Patrick (1 9 16) went as far as to equate play 
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behaviour with the need to Satie human beings' oM "racial pirsuits" (p. 49) inherited 

f?om their evolutionary past, and the need to escape fiom an artïfïcial type of Mie 

comprised of human rirtif'acts. 

While Patrick's theory of play behaviour supports the need for recreational 

activity for both children and adults, there is no scientinc evidence to support his notion 

of "racial pursuitsy' kherited fkom an evolutionary past. Furthemore, his theory 

overlooks the fact that there is a cognitive component to gros motor activity in both 

adults and children. 

It is apparent that these early theurists sought to understand play behaviour within 

a fiamework of biological evolution, however, as Slobin (1976) notes, these theories only 

attempt to explain 'khy the chiid plays as opposed to doing nothhg or doing other 

things and attempts . . . to explain the energy source of this activitf' (p. 10 1). He 

observes that these theories are not helptiil in explainkg the choice of play activities, and 

fûrther adds that they limit the range of play behaviour to the mercise of a vagueIy 

defined and outdated concept of a biologidy k e d  and localizable set of 'Yaculties7'. 

Additionaliy, Beach (1945), and Wm and Bishop (1970) criticize these theories for their 

basis on observationai evidence rather thm empirically derived scientific knowledge. 

Psvchoanaîvtic Theories o f  Plav 

In the twentieth cenairy, Sigmund Freud's psychoanalytic theory has provided the 

basis for an understanding of both children's play behaviour and play therapy with 

children in a developmental context. It will be discussed here separately fiom other 

developrnental models because of its signincant contribution to the fiterature on human 

behaviour. 
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Freud's theory descri'bes mental hctioaing as taking piace on two lcvels - the 

prknary processes and the secondary processes - that he states are antagonistic to one 

another- The primary processes originate from sexuai and aggressive drives which are 

unmntrolled and include unconscious thought such as dreamhg, symboliwtion and 

displacement, al1 of which largely determine human behaviour (as cited in Jenniogs, 

1993). They are, fûrthermore, ~ ~ e c t e d  to Freud's th- of the pleasure principle. 

The secondary proccsses are logical and rationel and seek to keep in check the unbridled 

expressions of the unconscious. They are c ~ ~ e c t e d  to the reality principle, tbat is, the 

demands of the real and outside worid. 

According to the theory, the interaction of these processes is mediated by a 

tripartite personaiity structure coosisting of the id, the ego and the superego. The id, 

dnven by biological forces (including m a l  desires and feelings of aggression), is the 

part of the personaiity that seeks to gra* basic needs. The superego is the 

internabation of parental and social d e s  that attempts to restrict the id and enforce 

conformity as prescribed by these sources. The ego is the portion of the personality that 

mediates between the id and the superego. Acarding to Freud, a child's healthy 

development is characterized by the development of a healthy ego capable ofregulating 

and setting parameters around the pleasureseeking, instinctual id. This can only be 

accomplished once a child has s u c c e s ~ y  moved through the early psychosexual stages 

of oral, and, and phallic pleasure gratification. The final psychosexual stage of 

development is characterized by the Oedipus Complex for boys and the Electra Complex 

for girls, which both involve an attempt by childrea to redve  their sema1 conflicts 

regardhg thek parents. 



Freud postulateci tbat as long as a child's basic needs are met and the child does 

not experience any sipifïcant trauma, personality development p r d s  in an orderiy 

mamer c utmiaaMg in the formation of a stable relatioaship with a parîner of the opposite 

sex in late adolescence or eady adulthood. Conversely, pathology results fkom one or 

more of the pewnality structures failuig to develop because of an experienced trauma, 

because of needs going unmet, or fi-om a conflict ôetween the basic structures (as cited in 

O'Connor, 199 1, p- 17). 

Cattanach (1992) provides an exden t  summary of Freud's tfieory as it applies to 

the concept of play. She writes: 

The repetition of symbotic games which children invent for 

themselves are the ego's attempt to repeat actively a 

traumatic event which was earher experienced passively, so 

the child can gain mastery over the event. . . - Chiidren repeat 

in their play evexything that has made a great impression on 

them in actual Me, that they thereby abreact the strength of 

the impression and so to speak make themselves masters of 

the situation (p. 37) 

Eric Erikson (1950) expanded on Freud's theory of biology and instinct as 

determinants of human behaviour, to include an examination of the interactive role of the 

human social environment with the biological makeup of the individual in the shaping of 

human behaviour. Furthemore, Erikson's theones, unlike Freud's, span the whole We 

cycle demonstrating human dmlopment beyond the resolution of the Oedipus/Electra 

Cornplex. 



I l  

Er*son (1968,1980) went on to develop two major paradigms in his discussion 

of human development. The first paradigm comprisecl a set of universal stages through 

which ail human bangs p a s  and during which time they are vuluerable to conflicts7 

anxieties and guilt that may mise fiom an interaction betweea biological needs and the 

environment. These stages are: 

Trust Vs. Mistmst 

Autommy Vs. ShandDoubt 

Initiative Vs, Guilt 

Industry Vs. Inferiority 

Identity Vs. Identity Diffiision 

Specifically regarâing play, Erikson's second major interactive paradigm focuses 

on the stages of inf i t  developmeut which bring the ctdd gradudy into more contact 

with a wider sphere of interpersonal contacts. The first stage, d e d  the autocosmic 

stage, is the most primitive phase of human development. During this t h e 7  the child is 

egocentric, having not yet learned to distiaguish him- or herselffiom others. The child's 

play, then, is characterized by a focus on the body and is exploratory and reflexive in 

nature. The second stage, the microcosmic stage, sees the child beginning to appreciate 

the distinctions between &and others, and leamhg to intenict with other chiidren The 

macrocosmic stage, the third stage of infant deveiopment, is characterized by the child's 

understanding of the consequences ofhis or her actions, his or her ability to 

accommodate to the social and environmental system, and his or her subsequent abiity to 

interact in a memingfùl way with adults. Based on the premise that each of these stages 

is also endowed with crises and resofutions, and that childhood involves one mastery afker 



another, E h n  (1968) viewed play in this regard as fiilfilliag a major hct ion  in the 

development of the human race. 

Theories proposed by Whcutt also bave their foundation in classical Freudian 

thought. WLnnicott (1975) foaises attention on the role of ''transitional phenornena" 

(e.g., blankets, sofi toys) in children7s development for assisting thern in separating from 

their mothers in the eariy years of We. This process of individuation is m e r  dweloped 

by a C'transitional space7' between mother and chiid, that is, the place in which meanin@ 

communication transpires. Play is the d'uect antecedent of transitional phenornena 

foUowed by shared playhg and cultural experiences. Wbcott (1975) describes play as 

a unique and creative experience formulated by children fkom a combination of h e r  

personai reality and extemal r d t y .  

Psychoanalytic theory has been sharply criticized in the latter part of the twentieth 

century for its sexisrn (Hermaq 1993-), lack of empirical support (Eiiis, 1973) and the fiict 

îhat its principles were denved ffom work with emotionally disturbed individuais and are, 

thus, not necessarily applicable to the general population (Smilansky, 1968). 

Nevertheless, psychoanalytic theory contributes significady to the fiterature regarding 

human development in reeognizing subconscious thought, aggression, sexual drive and 

trauma in shaping human behaviour. Additiody, psychoanaiytic theory acknowledges, 

albeit in a rudimentary manner, the significance of the parent-child relationship in hwnan 

development . 

in the early 19507s, Piaget began studying play behavi0u.r extensively and 

wncluded that t created both pleasure or joy for its participants as weli as a leamhg 
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opportunitty for them to experiment with new social, physicaf, cognitive, and emotional 

patterns that cannot otherwise be acconunodated in the r d  worid- He also concludeâ 

that children's development is accomplished through interaction with the environment 

using two complementary processes, assimilation and accommodation (Piaget, 1952). 

Assimilation is de- as the bending of externa1 reality to P the chiid's cucrent cognitive 

view of the worfd- Accommodation is d&ed as the adjustment of the child's woridview 

to fit externai reaby. When the process of assimilation predominates, Piaget (1962) 

noted that a child was likely playing- 

According to Piaget (1952, 1962), as an individual vaciiiates between these two 

behavioural proccsses, she or he aiso progresses through four major bio-social-cognitive 

stages of development: sensorhotor, preoperational, concrete operational and f o n d  

operational. He believed that mastery of the tasks in one stage ofdevelopment was a 

prerequisite for advancing into foiiowing stages. 

Children's play is characterized by 'practice" in the sensorimotor stage (birth to 

two years) during which time they attempt to understand the environment only in the 

context of basic swival needs. Symboiic play emerges in children entering the 

preoperational stage (ages two to =en) during which tirne two separate but qua1  

realities are apparent for them (i-e., fan- and reality). In the concrete operationai stage 

(ages seven to twelve), ctiildren's play becomes social as they begin to becorne more 

aware of their environment and its implicatioas. F i y ,  as cbildren enter the formal 

operations stage (twelve and over),  the^ use of make-bebeve dirninishes drastically as 

they becorne integrated h o  adult reaiity through thek newly aquired abstract thinking 

abilities (Piaget, 1952, 1 %2). 
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Sdansky (1968) later revised Piaget's original developmental cotegories into 

specific stages of play 1) hctional play (sensorimotor), 2) coiistnictive play 

(manipulation of environment and objects to create somahiog), 3) ciramatic play cc(ïet7s 

pretend)", and 4) play with rules ofconduct and procedure. However, whiie generally 

endorsing his views, she also provides strong evidence that Piaget's invariant sequential 

developmental stages of play may not be a universai phenornenon. Extrapolating nom 

her 1968 shidy of d t u d y  deprived and cultursrlly advantaged I d  chiîdreq she 

concluded that environmentai factors such as culture and chiid-rearing practices have a 

great amount of inauence on the quality and sequencing of the developmentai stages of 

play. Smilansky (1968) also interpreted the hct ion  of symbolism in children's play 

somewhat differently than Piaget, concludïng that play, rather than declining with age, 

takes on a more elaborate form. 

Sutton-Smith (1966) concurs with Smilansky on this latter point stating that, 

Though the preschool egocentric symbolic play may 

decrease with age, play nevertheless finds expression in 

the midst of a variety of other cultural and social forms. 

It is thus not dispiaced by realism or by greater 

rationality, nor does it c a s e  to be a vital f'unction with 

age. Instead it becomes more difrentiated and more 

representative in its contents of the other forms of human 

development- Without such a point of view it is difficult 

to understand the verbal play ofadults, their social and 

semal play, their rituais and th& carnivals, their festivals 



and nùn, and th& widespread and d i v d e d  

playhiness. (p. 109) 

Other criticism of Piaget's work suggests that he fwuses on the cognitive 

development of children without paying attention to their emotional development. For 

example, Lahad notes that a chiid may be able to mat certain ddopmental milestones 

within the logical sphere of operations, but may have few coping skills in the aEiaffectve 

areas (cited in Jenrtiags, 1993, p. 1 1). 

Some theorists, buiiding on Piaget's woriq have examineed how cirildren use 

symbolic play to represent their social world. While acknowledging Piaget's theory as 

revolutionary, Bretherton (1984) notes that, despite observing otherwise, Piaget 

emphasized the Cïnwherence of pretmding" (p. 3). in contrast, Brethertoa (1984) 

believes that children, dependhg on their developmentai levei, adopt roles and mate 

scripts 'to create a fictive restlity that does not rnerely sirnulate but transfoms their 

afikctive cognitive map of the social world" (p. 8). In 1977, Garvey and Berndt defined 

symbolic play as 'Vie creation of subjective realities in which children can experiment 

with symboiic interactions to reality and play creatively with these alternatives" (cited in 

Cattanach, 1992, p. 34). In their work, they also documenteci the manner in which 

children regulate the content and process of their pretend play. 

Other theorists and practitioners such as Cook (1917), Slade (1954), Way (1967), 

Heathcote (1980), and Bolton (1 979), discuss play behaviour in tenus of drarna and 

creativity. An innovator in the field of educationai dnuna, Cook (191 7) stated his belief 

that experience led to learning, that acting was a way to leam and that play was the 

naturai means of study. in 1954, Slade pubfished his theory, methodology and practice 
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for drama work with children and adolescents in Chiid Drsraa- Slade defined children's 

drama as an art form and the child as a natural actor. He disthguished between 

children's personal play, in which the whole selfis used in movement and 

characterization, and projected play, in which less physical activity is involved but the 

mind is used to project ciramatic scenarios ont0 extemai objects. According to Slade 

(1954), art, reading and wnting are developed fiom projected play. 

Both Way (1967) and Bolton (1989), wodMg in the field of education, concluded 

that cirama is f'undamental in the development of hdividuals- Bolton (1989), specifically, 

saw drarna as offering an opportunity to teach the possibility of change in the value of any 

given situation or concept thus validatïng the persona1 meaniags such situations or 

concepts have for children. The work of Heathcote (1980) developed the idea of drama 

as a social activity, seeing its f'unction as problem solvïng in that cbiidren are able to 

experirnent without ftture repercussions or worxying about the inherent dangers of real 

Me. 

More recently, play therapists such as Brems (1993) have categorized the 

purposes of play as self-development, maturation and relationship developrnent. In terms 

of self-development, chiidren use play to express their feeüngs and thoughts to explore 

their interests, and to gain a sense of control over their environment. In ternis of the 

maturation process, play can be used to develop motor skills, cognitive skills, language 

skills, and problem-solving siciiis, which in tum, allows children to leam about theu 

environments. Finally, playing with othen with a variety of play materials can enbaace 

children's social skilis and ability to empathize with others. 



In summary, developmental tûmrks of play behaviour have contri'buted 

sigdicantly to  our understanding of human behaviour by studying the cornplex interplay 

between human beings' biological maturation processes and the envimoment. Tbis 

understanding has been incorporated into many educational and therapeutic models of 

intervention as a meam of enhancing optimal fùnctioning in children and adults. 

A Cultural Thmw of PI.y 

Huizinga's (1955) clossi O-ons of  play do not appear to nt any of the 

above categories. They are far more reaching than those of the other theorists as he 

places play behaviour in the category of a cultutal and historical phenomenon According 

to Huizinga, play is characterized as standing separately fkom normal me7 as king "not 

serious" in nature but as simultaneously absorbing the participant, as unconnected with 

material gain, and as proceeding with its own boudaries of time and space in an orderly 

manner according to fixeci des .  

Huizinga (1955) considered play as defineci in this manner to be a hct ion  of 

culture from its earliest beginnings; thaî play is a cultural factor in me; and that the spirit 

of playhi cornpetition is, as a social impulse, older than culture itseIf: pewading ali 

aspects of He. Specifically, he writes ofritual, poetry, philosophy, d e s  of warfare and 

the conventions of noble living ail deriving nom some aspect of play. Accordhg to 

Cattanach (1992), Huizinga m e r  suggests that play '%as endurd as a nedound 

creation of the rnind retained by the memory . . . it was transmitted, it became tradition" 

(p. 30). 



Summarv 

The various theories ofplay behaMow that have been proposed since the late 

aineteenth ce* appear very much to have ban iduenced by cummt attitudes in 

scientific thinking. For example, proponems of play as a biological phenornenon wrote at 

a time in which Social Darwïnism was emerging as legitimate scienÉfic theory. Freud's 

psychoanalytic thinking infiuenced much of the twentieth century's views about human 

nature in tems of human beings' sexud drive- aggression and wnsciousness. It is not 

surprising, then, that Freudian thiaking has been applied to the play of children in their 

acting out of both their conscious and uncoLlSCious feelings and conûicts. 

As the innuence of Freudian thinking began to wane, many social scientists began 

to explore more thoroughly play and children's development in the context of children's 

interaction with their environment. Play, then, is seen as an essential part of children's 

growth, relationship with others, and mastery of thek environment. Play therapy, in turn, 

can enhance a process that is already a natural part of children's development. When 

children's development has been compromised because of abuse or neglect, play therapy 

can be used as a corrective and restorative process. For an optimal understanding of 

children's play and the process of play therapy, it would seem mon useful to use an 

ecological mode1 that acknowledges biological, developmental, psychologicai, 

environmental and cultural influences- 

Pîay Therapy: An Overview 

Solomon (1940) recognized five therapeutic values of play therapy: 

1) release of hostility toward parents, siblings, etc.; 

2) deviation of guilt feelings; 



3) opportunity to express fieeiy aii love fhtasies; 

4) incorporation of thanpeutic suggestions in direction of growth; and 

5 )  desensitization by means of repetition (p. 763) 

Amster (1943) suggested that there are six speçific uses of play with chifdren in 

treatrnent : 

1) Play can be used for diagnostic understanding of the child. 

2) Play can be used to estabb a working relationShip. 

3) Play can be used to break through a chiid's way of playing in his d d y  life 

and his defenses against aiYùety. 

4) Play c m  be used to help a child act out unconscious material and to 

relieve the accompanying tension. 

5) Play can be used to help a child verbalize conscious material and to relieve 

accornpanying tension. 

6) Play can be used to develop a child's play interest, which he can carry 

over into his daily Life and which wili strengthen him for his future. @p. 62- 

67) 

More recently, Schaefer (1993) proposed a taxonomy of overlapping therapeutic 

play properties that may have one or more curative hctions. The factors (with potential 

curative fûnctions in parentheses) include: overcoming resistance (worlcing alliance), 

communication (understanding), cornpetence (self-esteem), creative hhkhg (innovative 

solutions to problems), catharsis (emotiod release), abreaction (adjustaient to trauma), 

role-play (practice and aquiring of new behaviows, empathy), fmtasy/visuaiïzation 

(fantasy compensation), metaphonc teaching (insight), attachent formation 



(attachment), relationship enhancement (self-actdhtion, seIfksteem, closeneos to 

others), positive emotion (ego boost), mastering developmental fears (growth and 

development) and game play (ego strength, sociabtion) @p. 1 - 15). 

White and Mers' (1994) recent study of the various play therapies revealed that 

the majority of clinicians define theü work in terms of Axline's (1 947, 1964) or 

Landreth's (198 1) child-centred approaches (pp. 392-393). Others use a more specinc 

approach such as Jemberg's Theraplay (1979). Individual conûiiiutions to the literahrre 

generally focus on the theoretid orientation o f a  play therapy mode1 (e-g., cognitive 

behavioural, psychodytical), a particular technique (e-g., sand tray therapy, music 

therapy) or  a particular population (e-g.. chïidren who have been abused, children with 

chronic illness). The foliowhg is an ovewiew of play therapy models and techniques: 

PIav Thera~v Models 

Lnitially, it seems that psychoanalytic therapists working with children in the early 

twentieth century tended to use play only indirectly (Freud) or primarily as a means of 

buildimg rapport with child clients ( A m  Freud, Hug-Hellmuth). In wntrast, Klein 

believed children's verbal skills insuffiCient to express abstract thought and feeling, and, 

consequently, used therapeutic play as a direct substitution for language. In keepkg with 

her psychoanalytic fhmework, Mein interpreted her clients' play actMties into "'the 

presumed language of the unconscious" (cited in Schaefer & O'Connor, 1983, p. 1 1). 

More recently, Esman (1983) reiterates the focus of play in psychoenalytic child therapy 

as dowing for the "communication of wishes, htasies, and conflicts in ways the chïid 

can tolerate affectively and express at the level of bis or her cognitive capacities" (p. 19). 
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The genaal goal of psychoanaiytic play therapy is the ddopment of iosight via 

the tramfierence relatiooship with the therapist and therapist-generated interpretation of 

the child's play. Schaefer and O ' C o ~ o r  (1983), h th& critique of this approach, note 

that a child's capacity for insigbt is Limited. Furthermore, the dwelopment of insight does 

not necessarily result in behavioural changes. They also point out that therapists are not 

always accurate in their interpretatioas of a child's play. 

Freedheim and Russ (1983) suggest that 'kight-oriented therapy is appropriate 

for children who have good overall ego development, can tolerate anxiety, are stniggling 

with interna1 conflicts, trust addts, and are able to think about their behaviour and what it 

means" (p. 984). Consequently, the population of children that can benefit fiom this type 

of therapy would appear to exclude very young children, cMdren experiencing 

attachent difficulties and children who have been trautnatized by chronic or severe 

abuse. 

More approaches to play therapy began to develop in the 1930's based on the 

concept that play is an essential part of child analysis. Structured play therapy, based on 

the tenets ofpsychoanaiytic theoty, was a goal-oriented approach which underscoreci a 

belief in the cathartic value of play and a belief in the active role of the therapist in 

determinhg the focus and course of treatment (Schaefer & O'Connor, 1983, p. 6). For 

example, one type of structureci play therapy developed by Levy (1938) and referred to as 

''release therapy" involved providing a child with specific play materials Likely to direct 

him or her into recreating an evmt which had been traumatking. Using psychoanalytic 

principles, Levy believed that the repetitive recreation of the traumatic event in a de, 



supportive environment would enable a chüd to assidate his or her associated negative 

thoughts and feeiings. In 1955, Hambridge worked with children in a similar marner to 

Levy, however, after the client-therapist relationsbip was solidifieci, he directly, rather 

than indirdy, recreated the event or anxiety-producing liti situation for the child 

(Schaefer & O'Connor, 1983, p. 6). 

Another type of structured play therapy, d e d  active play therapy, was developed 

in 1938 by Solomon and was intended for use with impulsive/acthgi)ut children. 

According to Solomon, the goal of active play therapy is to help a child express fear and 

rage through the medium of play, creating an abreactive effe*, as the child is able to act 

out without fear of negative consequences. Solomon also believed an important part of 

active play therapy to be the clarification for the chiid between the anxiety caused by past 

traumas and the reality of his or her present cucumstances (cited in Schaefer & 

O'Connor, 1983). 

Relationshi~ Therinies 

Other approaches to working with chüdren generally rderred to as relationship 

therapies also began to emerge in the 1930's based on the work of Otto Rank (1929) 

who de-emphaskd the importance of tramfierence and the examination of ps t  events in 

therapy and focused, instead, on the client-therapist relatiomhip and on the current 

circumstances of the client. The prUnary fouadation of Rank's work is fis belief that 

people's fear of individuation which, in tum, causes them to cling to the past, is based on 

the stress of the birth process. Thaapists such as T& (1 933), Allen (1942, 1973) and 

Moustakas (1953, 1973) adapted Rank's work for play therapy with chiidren 



emphasiig the saféty ofthe chiid-therapist relationship in order to allow the child to 

meet his or her therapeutic goals. 

Non-Directive Chiid-Centnd Plrv Theirr~v lMine) 

In 1947, Viuginia Axline developed her now weU known and respectd non- 

directive client-centred play therapy techniques. Based on the idea thst play is children's 

natural medium of comm~c8tioq Mine hther believed that ail children strive for 

growth. The purpose of client-centred play therapy, then, is to create an environment to 

promote this naturd process which has been thwarted in emotionally damageci chiidren. 

The basic d e s  of Axline's play therapy techniques are as follows: 

1) The therapist must develop a werm, fiiendly relationship with the child. 

Good rapport shouid be established as soon as possible. 

2) The therapist accepts the child exactly as he or she is. 

3) The therapist establishes a feeling ofpeniiissiveness in the relatiomhip so 

that the chiid feels free to express his or her feelings wmpletely. 

4) The therapist is alert to recognize the feelings the child is expressing and 

reflects those fedings back in such a manner that the child gains insight into 

his or her behaviour- 

5) The therapist maintains a deep respect for the child's abiiity to solve his or 

her own problems if given an opportunjty to do s a  The responsibility to 

make choices and to institute change is the cMd's. 

6) The therapist does not attempt to direct the child's actions or conversation 

in any mamer. The child leads the way, the therapist foUows. 



7) The therapist does not attempt to hurry the the- dong. It is a g d u d  

process and mut be fecognized as such by the therapist. 

8) The therapist only establïshes those limitations necessaq to anchor the 

therapy to the world ofreality and to make the child aware of his 

responsibiity in the relatioaship. (Axiine, 1 947, pp. 73-74) 

Limit-Settinn PI.v T b e n ~ v  

While Axline (1947,1964) proposai estabiishing ouiy fiindamentai iimits as a 

background to the accompüshment of therapeutic goals other therapists such as Boder 

(1 949) and Ginott (1965) saw the setting of limits as a primary vehicle of change in 

therapy sessions. Accordhg to Schaefer and O'Connor (1983): 

The rationale in lunit-setting therapy is that children who 

manifest specific acting-out behaviour can no longer trust 

adults to react in consistent ways and therefore must 

constantly test th& relation to adults. L i t s  allow the child 

to express negative feelings without hurillig others and 

subsequently fearuig retaliatioa Funher, Limits allow the 

therapist to maintain a positive attitude toward the chitd 

because he or she does not feel compeiled to tolerate the 

child's aggressive acting out. (p. 8) 
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F i l a  TherrIQ 

Bernard Guemey, Jr., developed another fom of play therapy, filial therapy, in 

1964. More recently it has also been r e f d  to as Child Relationobip Enhancement 

F a d y  Therapy (CREFT). In filial therapy, 

parents becorne the primary change agents as they learn to 

conduct child-centred play sessions with their own children. 

F M  therapists, uskg a competene-oriented psycho- 

educationd fiamework, teach parents to condud speciaiized 

play sessions, supeMse parents during these play sessions, 

and help them evenually integrate the play sessions and 

parenting skius at home. (VanHeet, 1994, p. 2)  

FSal therapy is not recornmended as an intervention method with parents who are 

intellectuaily comprornised, overwhelmed with their own needs, who have abused their 

own children or failed to protect them ftom the other parent. 

Tbera~hv 

In M e r  contrast to M e ' s  client-centred approach, Theraplay is a set of 

therapeutic techniques developed by Ann Jemberg (1979) based on the principles of 

structuring, challenging, intruding and nurturing - al, accordhg to Jemberg, essentiai 

parental behaviours in promoting both attachment and autonomy in children. She gives 

the following examples: 

1) Structuring. The mother bits ,  defina, forbids outlines, reassures, 

speaks finnly, labels, names clarifies, confines, holds, and restrains her baby. 
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2) Chiienging- The mother teases, dares. encourages7 varies, chases, and 

plays peeka-boa with her baby. She offers her cheeks for grabbing, makes 

noises for imitating, and wigsies her fingers for catching. 

3) Intnrùing. The mother tickles, ôounces, swings, surprises, giggles, hops 

at, and pounces on her baby. 

4) N i h g .  The mother rocks, nurses, holds, nuzzies, feeds, cuddles, 

emrelops, caresses, lies next to, and hugs her baby. (p. 62) 

Theraplay sessions are highly smichired, directed by the therapist and focus on 

providing activities that mimic the ideal parenting activities as noted above. For example, 

a stnicturing activïty may be building a tower of five piilows, w a h g  with hats balanced 

on head, walking on the blue squares only or drawing around hands or bodies, thus 

clearly deheating tirne and space and teachiog mastery through the intemalization of 

d e s .  Chaiienging ectivities may include peek-a-boo, bide and seek, wrestling, tug of 

war, or piilow figùts and thus provide the oppomuiity for chiidren to expenence 

themselves as separate. It also provides a d e ,  wntrolled environment which teaches 

children that cornpetition and conûontation can relieve tension and pent-up anger. 

Intniding activities such as tickling and surprishg children with the unexpected serve to 

teach them where they leave off and the rest of the world begins, again, enhanchg their 

expenence of behg a separate individuai being. Nurturing actinties, which communiate 

to children feeüngs of self-worth may Uiclude tummy rubbing, singhg lullabies, cuddlhg 

rocking, applying lotion or bottie-feeding (pp. 46-47). 

The theoretical tenets of Theraplay are based on Austin Des Lauriers' work with 

autistic and schizophrenic children in the 1960's. Lie Des Lauriers, Jernberg (1979) 



describes Theraplay as vigorous, therapeutidy inmisive, utikhg body and eye contact, 

focusing on intimacy between child and therapist, emphasizing the present, and ignoring 

the birarre, the past and fantasy (p. 2). However, Theraplay Mers fiom Des Lauriers' 

approach in terms of the higher "degree to which the therapist initiates, structures, and 

takes charge of the session" (p. 2) and in its regressive dimensions (Le., numiring 

activities such as bottle-feeding) (p. 3). Furthemore, Jernberg (1979) maintains that 

Theraplay can be used with fàmilies, with individual adults (mchiding parents of chiidrai 

in Theraplay), in groups, over the telephone (in crisis) and in the home. 

Theraplay therapists see this method as effective in the treatment of many 

difEerent emotionai, social and developmental problems usudy experienced by those 

who, ''as a result of.. . early deprivations, have low confidence in themseives and iittle 

trust in theu worlds (Jernberg, 1979, p. 26). However, Theraplay is wntraindicated or, 

rninimally, should be modified, for children who have been recently traunatized 

(e-g., death of a parent, surgery), or ifthey have been physicalIy or sexualiy abused 

(Jemberg, 1979, pp. 26-32). Jemberg and Booth (1999) eiaborate on this in the second 

revised edition of the book. 

Connitive-Behaviounl Pirv T h e n ~ v  

KneU (1993) describes cognitive-behavioural play therapy (CBPT) as 

incorporating "cognitive and behavioural interventions within a play paradigm" (p. 43). 

Children are encouraged to be active participants in treatment desigwd to m e  and/or 

change theü behaviour and thought processes. CBPT focuses on children's thoughts, 

feelings, fantasies and environment in a structureci, directive and goal-oriented course of 

treatment. Cornmon techniques of CBPT include modelhg positive ~e~statements 
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(often by puppets or dolls) and teaching life skills or alternative behaviours, for example, 

to help children prevent ftture maltreatment- 

In contrast to non-directive models of play thenpy, therapeutic goals ùi CBPT 

may be establisbed either based on cues nom the chüd or based on knowledge gamered 

from outside sowces. The therapist may glean important information fiom a chüd's 

choice of toys and piay behaviour in order then to structure play sessions specindy 

addressing the chiid's issues. Also in contrast to the non-directive modds of piay 

therapy, "praise is a cntical cornponent of CBPT because it helps children feel good 

about themselves . . . and communicates to the chiid which behaviours are appropriate and 

which ones are not" (Knell, 1993, p. 50). Finally, unWre the role of non-directive play 

therapists, the role of the cognitive-behavioural play therapist is to interpret for children 

verbally the connicts they demonstrate through play, thus increasing theû level of 

understanding- 

Thematic Phv Thera~y 

Thematic Play Therapy (Benedict & Mongoveq 1997) mes to "undo" an 

attachment-disordered child's negative expectations of caregivers by providing the child 

with a consistent, positive, tnistworthy and reliabk relatiomtip. Once such a relationship 

is established, the therapist attempts to respond to the child's play themes by elaborating 

and modifying her or his play metaphors with the purpose of helping the child to express 

feelîngs, heal nom past traumas and develop a healthier relationship with her or his 

environment. 



Ecosvstemic Piav T b e n ~ v  

O'Connor and Ammen (1997) summarize ecosystemic play therapy as "an 

integrative theoy incorporating dwelopmental (individual and h i l y ) ,  systemic (dyadic, 

familial, social and other systems), contextual (sociocuiturai metasystems), and 

representational (mtrapsychic) variables from the perspective of the c W s  hctioning in 

his or her ecosystemic worid" (p. 13). 

They descni  the primary purpose of this play therapy model as resolving 

children's psychopathology, that is, "%O enable cbildren to get their needs met consistently 

and in ways that do not interfere with the ability of others to get their needs met" 

(O'Connor & Ammen, 1997, p. 1 1). A secondary purpose of this type of play therapy is 

to facilitate children's optimal development and fbctioning. 

The authors view the cMd as the basic unit of this model operating in three 

domains: 1) the child as a physical body, 2) the child as part of her or his environment 

including her or his interpersonal relationships, and 3) the chiZd as represented by her or 

his interna1 working niodels (O'Connor & Ammen, 1997, p. 7). In practice, play 

therapists using this model expose children to corrective experiences and behaviour at an 

interactional and experiential level as weli as through the faciltation of cognitive and 

emotional understanding at an intrapsychic and representational level. 

Plav Thera~v Techniaues 

There are a great variety of play therapy techniques including bibliotherapy 

(e-g., storybooks, smictured workbooks), storytellllrg, art work (e-g., drawing, painting, 

clay, play-doh, finger painting), puppet and doll play, sand play, game play, music, role 

plays and techniques borrowed fiom the Theraplay modality of play therapy. These 



activities can be enjoyable for chiidren, and encourage relatiomhip building and 

communication betwan ctients and therapists. Furthermore7 many of the techniques 

allow for a certain degree ofdistancing of the chiid fiom paidid experiences ailowhg her 

or him to process them graduaüy in a less anxiety-ridden and more manageable mamer- 

White ofhm incorporated into other play therapy models, three of the most popular 

techniques - artwork, sand play and music - are also often treated as distinct nom other 

play therapies in the iiterahire. They are discussed in more detd bdow 

Artwork 

Mckerso~ (1983) describes art as an ideal play therapeutic medium in that it 

"offers children an opportunity to communicate through the use of a varieîy of materials 

. . . feelings and concenu that bother them but which they may not fùily understand or be 

able to 'talk out' directly with a therapist7' (p. 237). In this mannef, art facilitates 

communication with children sirmounting barriers such as language, culture, repressed 

experiences and resistance. 

Depending on the theoretical orientation ofthe therapist, art activities such as 

painting, drawing, sculpting, using play-doh and making craft projects (e-g., beadwork, 

quilthg, sik-screenïng, doll-making) can be used to faciltate the therapeutic process and 

goal attainment which usually includes catharsis, self-expression and a sense of mastery. 

According to Brems (1993), art can be used for the assessrnent of children's 

fùnctioning including th& developmental level, theu perceptions, needs, emotions and 

c o ~ c t s .  Childreds artwork can be interpreted by assessing the process of its creation, 

its fom and its wntent. Process, accordhg to Br- (1993), refm to children's 

attitudes towards what they are doing, for example, their degree of hesitancy, level of 



enjoyment, spontaneity and ininion. Assessing process can assist cihicians in the 

formation of hypotheses about chilâren's defénses and wping mechanisms @rems, 

1993). 

Fonn rrfas to the creation's o v e d  presentation. For example, assessing the 

creation's degree of organization, colour, size and shape of objects used in cornparison to 

one another may provide important information about children's developmental levels, 

feeIings, perceptions and inna workiag models. 

Accordkg to Brems (1993), the content of cbildren's creations can be interpreted 

on three different levels. The îïrst level reférs to the interpretation of information about 

the actual creation. The second level refers to the associated content derived fiom the 

title of the creation or stories about it. The third level refers to the implied or latent 

content derived fiom the symbolism of the creation. The therapist's role in art therapy is 

to faciütate the process by observing and inquiring about the child's creation, assessing 

and making note of recment themes, and addressing those themes with the chiid 

(according to the theoretical base used) as a means of resolving conflicts and promoting 

optimal fùnctioning. 

Sand Play 

Margaret Lowenfeld, working with children in the 1930's and onwards, is 

credited with innovative work in the field of play therapy. Rather than subscrib'ig to any 

particular theoretical or medicai model, she foaised on the process of enabling children to 

discover the positive aspects of th& own personalities through sand play. Calling it the 

'World Technique", LowdeLd invited children to create their world in a sand tray using 

any materials they wanted. The child's world could be "the re-creation of an actual event 



that has happeneci, the expression of a f-, cepetition over and over again of an 

important scene, and scenes that d e  complete sense to the child but are not 

understandable, even with description, to the therapist" ( cited in Jennings, 1993). 

In the 1970's and 198OYs, Dora a Jungian d y s t ,  appears to have ban 

very much influenced by the work of lowenfed. Kalff(1980) endorses Jung's theory of 

the human indMduation process viewing sand play as a particularly effectve therapeutic 

process for 855isting cbildren io the development of a healthy ego. The devdoprnent of a 

healthy ego, according to is depicted in sand play in the foiiowing manner: 

. . . In the first phase, the ego expresses itselfchieûy in pictures 

in which animals and vegetation predomïnate. The next stage 

brhgs battles, which appear again and again, especially in 

puberty. By now, the c M d  is so strengthened that he can take 

upon himseifthe battie with extenial influences and he can 

corne to grips with them. Finally he is admitted to the 

environment as a person and becomes a member of the 

collective. (p. 33) 

Music - 
According to the Canadian Association for Music Therapy (1 WZ),  the non- 

verbal, creative and affective nature of music facilitaes contact, selfscpression, 

communication and growth- Therapeutically, musical activities can facilitate many 

dEerent tasks, Examples inchde: 

Listening IO M i c  - deveiops cognitive skilis such as attention and memory, 

facilitates the processing of dEcutt  issues by providing a creative environment for 
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selfexpression aad evoking memones and association; stimulates thoughts, images 

and feelings which can be W e r  examinai with the therapist or other supponive 

person. 

Compsing - ficilitattes the expression and understanding of falings; provides 

opportunity for self-awareness and caharsis; encourages the sharing of feelings, ideas 

and experiences with others. 

ImprmiSmg - prouides opportunity for 855essment; encoumges a creative way of 

making choices and dealiog with structure- 

Swing - increases feeüngs of confidence; provides an opportunity for relaxation and 

enjoyment; helps foster a sense of others (by singing togaher). 

P l q n g  un instrument - improves g ros  and fine motor coordination; develops a 

person's musical skilis, ~e~reliance,  selfksteem and seKdisciplhe. 

Rhythmic movement - helps to increase a person's motivation, interest and 

enjoyment, and aas  as a nonverbai persuasion to involve individuals socialiy. 

Summarv 

There are a great variety of play therapy models and play therapy techniques. AU 

of the play therapies emphasize the importance of a positive therapeutic relationship 

between the therapist and the child. As KneU (1993) writes: 

G d  rapport and tmst are cri t id elements in engaging the 

child in treatment. . . . Play activities as a means of 

comrnunicating between therapist and cMd are universal to play 

therapies. In establishing the therapeutic relatiomhip and in 



interacting with the child via play, play thaapists communicate 

to the child that therapy is a d e  place. (p. 5 1) 

Leve (1995) notes other cornmon features of the various play therapies with 

children including 1) the fàcilitation of emotiod release and expression of feelings, 2) the 

encouragement of cognitive and experiential l e d g  either directly or indirectly with the 

purpose of teaching more adaptive ways of behaving or coping, and 3) the 

encouragement of generalipng these new bebaviours and coping skiils to the ctiild's 

larger environment. 

Play therapies Mer  in their degree of stmcture~ the degree to which the therapist 

or child determines the focus and course of treatment, the degee to which 0 t h  systems 

are involved in the process, the degree of emphasis on the importance of the child's 

environment, and the d e g m  of emphasis on interpretation of the child's behaviour. 

Obviously, some therapies are more suited to particular types of children with particular 

presenting problems and some, such as Theraplay and filial therapy, are generaiiy 

contraindicated or need modifications with others, such as children who have been 

abused. Schaefer and O 'Co~or  (1983) suggest a prescriptive approach which 

"emphasizes the therapist's responsibüity to determine the moa appropriate therapeutic 

technique for each particular case" (p. 1). 

Treatment Issues with Chïidren who have been Abused or Negiected 

Cbildren's Victimization and Traumatizstioa 

Current Literatwe encompassing clinically and empiridy derived knowledge 

. . 
suggests that the victunuation and traumatization of maitreated children can have both 

tmmediate and long-lasting e f f i s  (Briere, 1992; Gil, 1991; Hindman, 1989; James, 
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1994; Kendali-Tackett, WiIliruns, & FïinkeIhor, 1993; Pearce & Pezzot-Pearce, 1997; 

Terr, 199 1). While the temis are often used interchangeabIy, some cllliicians and 

researchers differentiate between victimization and traumaîïzation, noting that many 

victimized chiidren are traumatized but not ai l  experience their victimization as traumatic 

to the same degree. For example, GiI (1991) notes that 'the same event, with subsequent 

sunila. respoases, can be experienced diffently by one child than by others when there 

has been no previous indication of &ed persooality dinerences among the childrenn 

(p. 39). She gws on to say that "ody the children can tell or show us what meanhg the 

experience has had to them" (G& 1991, p. 40). 

Hindman (1989), in her discussion of fictors iocreasing the likeiihood of 

traumatization in children who have been sexualiy abuseû, cites the followùig nine factors 

as correlated to the degree of treuma experienced by the child victim: the respoasiveness 

or perceiveci responsiveness of the victim's body to the abuse; the cultivation of terror in 

the victim by the offader, the relationship of the offender to the victim; the victim's 

beliefthat she or he can control the abuse by changing some aspect of her or his 

behaviouq the age of the victim; the development of amoesia or dissociation as coping 

skiiis in the aftennath of victimization; keeping the abuse a secret; a disastrous response 

to the abuse when it is discovered or disclosed (e-g., disbeiiec blame, punishment); and 

the offender retahing a traumatic hold over the victim r d ~ g  in lack of resolution and 

clarification @p. 78-88). 

Kendall-Tackm et al. (1993) note that variables such as age of the child, severity 

and chronicity of the abuse, relationsbip to the offender, enviro~ltnental factors, and 

personality and biological fkctors ail &ect the degree of impact of semai abuse on 
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children. Additionai fbctors hclude the chiid's cognitive abilhies, cognitive interpretation 

of the abuse, coping skills and prior adjustment. 

James (1994) notes that children's ab- to wpe with vicrimization is determineci 

by 'kge, verbal ab'rlities, strength, mobility, fradom, experience, and availability of 

attachment figures" (p. 1 1). She continues: 

Children's responses to trauma are complex and are different 

fiom those of adults because of the VULIIerabilities and the needs 

of childhood. Children's traumatizïng experiences, particularly 

when chronic, can compromise ail areas of childhood 

development, including identity formation, cognitive processing, 

experience of body htegrity, ability to manage behaviouq affect 

tolerance, spiritual and moral development, and ability to trust 

self and others. @p. 10-1 1) 

Terr (199 1) perhaps encapsulates most succinctiy with her taxonomy of Type 1 

and Type II trauma the importance of wntext in the potential traumatization of children. 

Terr (1991) describes Type I trauma as occurring after an unexpected single event (e-g., 

natural disaster, trafiïc accident, death of a parent) experienced by a ruwnably weil- 

adjusted chiid in an otherwise reasonably stable environment. Type II trauma refers to 

trauma resulting nom long-standing or repeated exposure to multiple traumas7 for 

example, chronic child maltratment and neglect. Symptornology generally includes: 1) 

strongly visuaüzed or otherwise repeatedly peraived memories, 2) repetitive behaviours, 

3) trauma specinc fears and 4) changed attitudes about people, aspects of Me, and the 

future (Terr, 199 1). 
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The I m c t  of Maltmatment on Cbiidren 

In her clüiical work with maitreaîed cMdren, Gïl(1991) observes and categorizes 

both intemaiizing and extenializiog behaviod symptoms of child maltreatment. She 

cautions, however, that these behaviours may not be definitive indicaton of abuse as 

children who are not abused but, nevertheless, tive ia dysf'uactional families or who have 

recentIy d e r d  some sort of crisis or Ioss, may also exhibit these behaviours. 

Accordhg to Oil(1991), chitdren with interaalized behaviod indicatm tend to 

be isolated, withdrawn, attempt to deal with their abuse on theù own and fiequently: 

appear withdrawn and unmotivated to seek interactions 

exhibit clioicai signs of depression 

lack spontaneity and playfihess 

are overly cornpliant 

develop phobias with unspecified precipitants 

appear hyper-vigilant and anxious 

experience sleep disorders and night terrors 

demonstrate regressed behaviour 

have somatic cornplaints (e-g., stomach aches, headaches) 

develop eating disorders 

engage in substance and dmg abuse 

make suicida1 gestures 

engage in self-mutilation 

dissociate. (pp. 1 2- 1 3) 
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Children exhiiiting aternal behaviod indiCators of abuse engage in behaviow 

directed towards others and may fiequently appear 

hostüe, aggressive and desrniaive 

provocative (eliciting abuse) 

violent (sometimes torturing and killuig animais) 

prone to destructive behaviours (e-g. fire-setting, vandalism) 

sexuabed. (GII, 1991,~. 13) 

In general, James (1994) maintains that the symptoms of trauma in cbildren fall 

into four major categories and range in their intensity from mild to severe: 

Persistent fear state 

Disorder of memory 

Dysregulation of affect 

Avoidance of intirnacy. 

Peny believes that a persistent fear state c m  r e d t  firom stress of suf3ïcient 

duration, intensity or fiequeacy resulting in altereâ brain chemistry (cited in James, 1994, 

pp. 1 1- 12). Examples of behaviours observed in trawnatized childm experiencing a 

persistent state of fear include hypewigilance, heightened startle response, increased 

imtability, anxiety, physical hyperactivity, and extreme regressive behaviours. 

Disorder of mernory refers to an inability to process and store the traumatic event 

or events in mernory. Fiashbacks, that is, sudden, spontaneous re+experiencing of aii or 

part of a traumatizing event, and dissociaîion, a sudden, temporary disturbance in the 

nomaiiy integrative bctions of identity, memory or consciousness, are common fotms 

of memory disturbances. In children, especially, behaviors that sornetimes indicate 



trauma-related memory disorpnhtion include lying, unexpiained aggression, 

withdrawai, or weird or %pacey" behaviour. 

Dysregulation of affect is commonly experienced by trauma survivors as they try 

to control or prevent recoiiections of the event through numbiag and affect avoidance- 

According to James (1994), components of traumatized chiidren's play (verbabtions, 

movement, and fàntasy productions) are often severely restncted and interspersed with 

'cout-of-~ntr~l affective storms unrelateci to play" (p. 14). Traumatized cMdren may 

also experience alexithymia, a condition in which one is only aware ofthe physiologicai 

aspects of affect (e-g., increased heart rate, dry mouth) but cannot ide- the 

accompanying emotion. Comrnon behaviours in children with dysreguiation of affect 

include oppositional, defiant, uncooperative, amcious, depressed, impulse-ridden, and 

unpredictable behaviour. 

Finally. chiidren who have been traumatized ofien avoid intimacy because of the 

perceived danger inherent in such relationships, which triggers feelings of vulnerabiity 

and loss of cantrol. James (1994) points out that "intimacy avoidance is an adaptive 

response in cMdren who have been hurt by adults or who have witnessed adult violence" 

(p. 15). Behaviour that serves to avoid intimacy includes clingines, hyperactivity, 

avoidance of eye contact, withdrawai, oppositional behaviour and the development of 

off-putting personal habits (eg,  poor personal hygiene, deliberate soihg or wming). 

Specifically in tenns of s e d  abuse, Finkelhor (1 986) outlines the dynamics, 

psychological impact and children's behavioural manifestations using a four-fàctor 

conceptual model: traumatic sexuaiization, stigmatization, powerlessness, and betrayal. 

Other research in this area (Friedrich, 1990, 199 1; Gü & Johnson, 1993; Sgroi, 1982) 



supports Finkelhor's concephialuation of the impact of oexual abuse on chilcirem and 

provides assessment twls  for determïning, usuaily on a continuum, developmentally 

appropriate saaial play versus disnirbed se>aul play in children- 

Briere (1992) concludes that the impact of child abuse, regardles of the specific 

type, is likely to occur in at least three stages: 1) the initiai reaction to victimization which 

involves post-traumatic stress, disturbances in normai chüdhood development, pais 

afFecf and cognitive distortions; 2) accommodation to ongoing abuse which involves 

developing coping behaviours intended to increase safèty and decrease pain during 

victunization; and 3) long-terrn elaboration and secondary accommodation wbich r e m s  

the impact of eartier events on the individuai's later psychological fùnctioning and her or 

his ongoing coping respoases to abuse-related dysphona He continues, CCAlthough some 

of the initiai reactions of Mctims to their abuse rnay abate with tirne, more typically such 

disturbances, almg with abuse-specific coping behaviours7 generalize and elaborate over 

the long term ifuntreateâ" (p. 18). 

Pearce and Pezzot-Pearce (1997) offer a developmental model that includes a 

nimmary and integration of research findings to date on the sequelae of chiid 

maltreatment. The basic assumptions upon which their model is bas& include: 1) that 

abusive or neglectfid parenthg is determined by the interaction of many different 

variables including the psychological characteristics of the parents, the f d y  setting and 

its dynamics the immediate social network of the f d y  members, the current state of 

society as it pertains to maltmatment, and the interaction of these variables; 2) that child 

maltreatment should be regarded as only one of several variables that may contribute to 
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specific developmentai outcomes; and 3) that stage-dent development issues must be 

considered whai assessing the impact on children of maltreatment (pp. 7-10). 

Pearce and Pezzot-Pearce (1997) refer to stagedient development issues as: 

the n a d  of an individual to confiont specinc developmental 

tasks that are central to that age. . . . Upon emergence, each 

rernains cnticai to the chiid's continual adaptation, although 

decreasing in salience relative to mwly anerghg tasks- In 

optimal developmnt, the child successflllly negotiates the 

progression of stage-salient issues and moves through a course 

of increasing competence and adaptation. In other words, later 

cornpetencies build upon earlier cornpetencies. The mdtreating 

environment mey have a significant negative impact upon this 

progression, but numerous other factors can mediate its impact. 

@P- 8-91 

Examples of stagesalient developmental tasks include the establishment of a 

secure attachent; emotional and behavioural self-regdation; development of an 

autonomous self, language development; development of symbolic play; adaptation to 

school; and establishing peer relationships. Accordhg to the research reviewed, 

maltreated children who are prevented fkom successfidiy negotiating these developmental 

tasks are at significant risk for the deveiopment of a number of problerns including 

insecure attachments and a negative i n t e d  working model; poor emotional and 

behavioural self-regdatory skilis resuiting in aggression and semialized behaviwr, 

depression and anxiety; a compromised sense of lowered cognitive hctioning; 



deficiencies in Ianguage; and poor peer refatiomhips (Pearce & Pezzot-Pearce, 1997, p. 

39). 

Pearce and Penot-Pearce (1997) note that "despite king at increased risk for 

psychological and behsrviourai problerns, d t rea ted  children do not demonstrate a 

uniforni respoase or reaction to abuse or negiect. Furthermore, thae is considerable 

overlap in the characteristics of children exposai to different subtypes of dtreatment, 

and some chikiren subjected to abuse or neglect Bcpaience ody transient effects whereas 

others display no symptoms" (p. 39). 

Rationale for Use of Play Thenpy with Children who have k e n  A b d  

or Negiecteà 

A multimodai approach including individuai, dyadic, family and group therapy is 

recommended by many therapists for the treatment of abused and neglected children 

( O ' C o ~ o r  & Ammeen, 1997; Stellihniier, 199 1). Treatment of offending and non- 

offending parents is necessary to ensure the protection of the child and improve the 

parent-child relationship. Foster parents and other alternate caregivers requin wppon 

and education in understanding the chiid's ne&, thus preventing the perpetuation of 

destructive fgmily dynamics (Delaney, 199 1; Steinhauer, 199 1). 

Within a multimodal context, individual therapy with children to resolve issues of 

trauma, loss and neglectnil parenthg is often best accomplished using a play therapy 

approach, as play is the language of children and play therapy, an extension of the naturd 

properties of play. Children who have b a n  traumatized or neglected benefit fiom the 

safety, predictability, numiring and basic Mt setting provided by a non-judgmental play 

therapist. Mann and McDermott (1983) note: 



It (play therapy) has retumed as a specific treatment of choie 

for certain conditions such as the &ects of child abuse. It has 

been found usefid., ifnot essenial, to prevent crystaUization and 

internalization of the effects of physical assauit, rejection, and 

neglect, as weli as distorted and disturbed parent-chüd 

interactions h o  the personality structure of the chiid. (p. 285) 

Specifically regarding play therapy with children who have been ab& 

Cattanach (1992) proposes a multi-dimensional mode1 based on four concepts: 

1) the ceotrality of play as the child's way of understanding her 

world; 

2) that play is a developmentai process during which the child 

can move back and forth dong a developmental continuum as a 

way of discoverhg individuation and separation; 

3) that play is a symbolic process through which the child cau 

explore experiences of abuse, safey distand fkom the reality of 

her own Hie experiences; and 

4) that play takes place in a 'Vlerapeutic space" representative of 

Wùinicott's (1975) transitional space, that is, the relationship 

between mother and child which allows for individuation and 

separation of the child fiom the mother. The child, then, in 

therapy, is able to move back and forth dong the developmental 

continuum and devefop a relationship with the therapist who w d i  



hopetiilly d o w  h a  to meet a d  separate fkom a c a ~ g  adult 

without the burdea of an abuser/victim relationship. @p. 4 1-46) 

Johnson (1989) notes that toys for play thexapy with a cMd traumatized by abuse 

or neglect need to encourage commU1Zication and can be used in numerous ways 

sometimes by elicitiog aggressive respnses fkom the chiid. As the chiid in therapy 'blays 

with the toys in his or her own way, the therapist can respond to the feelings expressed, 

b d d  an interactive rrletionshïp with the chü4 and graddly help the child understand 

and restructure behaviors around a partidar problemy' (p. 106). Additionaiiy, play "can 

be structured by the therapist hto a se!t of sequences encouraging the chiid to face and 

master areas of confiict in real Miey7 (Johnson, 1989, p. 106). 

Most importantly, Johnson (1989) describes the need for therapists working with 

abused and neglected children to not only buiId rapport with clients but to maintain it by 

encouraging verbal elaboration and by foliowhg the cbiidren's cues. The building of 

rapport with clients who have been victimked is weii documented in the literature as trust 

and control issues are, understandably, so prevaient among this population (Briere, 1992; 

Cattanach, 1992; Delaney, 199 1 ; Gardner, 1993; Gii, 199 1; Hindman, 1992; James, 1994; 

Johnson, 1989; Landreth, Homeyeq Glover & Sweeney, 1996). 

Treatment Issues with Children in Care 

Common reasons for referral of rnaltreated children to play therapy include 

ccncems about a child's behaviour (e-g., sexuai acting out, aggressiveness, poor social 

sms); a child's emotional state (e-g., depression, anxiety, fe8lf.uIIIess); or simply the 

known victimization of a child or other M y  mernber. However, some children may 



iaitiaüy be unable to address these issues due to their need first to process issws of 

separation, l o s  and adjustment to an outof-home placement. 

Early studies of children sepamteci fiom their parents concluded that 1) dnimatc 

responses to separation appear to be universal among children, 2) children's responses to 

separation from parents appear to progress through a phase of protestation, despair and 

disorganizatiou, and M y ,  detachment, and 3) certain conditions, such as adequate 

preparation, the presence of famüiar alternative caregivers, and visits by the parents, alter 

the intensity and duration of children's responses (Bowiby, 1982; Heinicke & 

Westheimer, 1965; Robertson, 1953). 

Unfortunately, children in foster care are lkely to bave been removed fiom home 

environrnents characterized by difiEcuit and conflicted farnily relationships an4 

consequently, already experience deficits in their attachent capacity. Carlson, Cicchetti, 

Bamett, and Braunwald (1989) reported that a signifiaint majority of infants maltreated 

by their parents were best categonted in a fourth and separate category not included in 

Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters and Wall's ( 1 978) Strange Situation" attachent research. 

Children in this fourth category - Disorganized/Disoriented - typically demonstrateci 

behaviour that seemed to lack any obvious goal or intention. Additiody, one or more 

of the following behaviours was observeci: "expected temporal sequences were fiequently 

disorganized; they showed simultaneously contradictory behaviour pmenis; their 

movements or expressions were often incornplete or lacking in diredon, and at times 

included stereotypes; direct signs of confusion or apprehension of the parent were 

cornmon, as were behavioural stilliag or fieezing7' (cited in Steinhauer, 1991, p. 23). 
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Neglect, violence and abuse 3d.i represent hdamentaiiy unacceptgble and, for the 

child, incomprehensiile violations of the attachment system, with its inherent 

expectations of protection, s a f i ,  and secwity" (Adam, Keller, & West, 1995, p. 337). 

Steinhauer (1 991) notes that "the more dis& the parent-chiid relationship - that is, 

the more insecure the attachent - the more intensely the child is Wrely to resist a 

separation, and the harder it will be for that cMd to m o m  succesdùlly (p. 27). 

The importance of succesofiil mournùtg is underscored by the literature, which 

suggests that children who are unable to mouni th& loss adequately andor to re-attach 

to altemative caregivers are at risk for developing serious and long-teni? sequelae. 

According to Steinhauer (199 l), these include permanent detachment; persistent, difnise 

rage; chronic depression; asocial and antisocial behavbur including lack of empathy, 

defects in conscience and d e f i s  in impulse control; low self-concept; and chronic 

dependency @p. 32-37). 

The role of the play therapist in a s s i s ~ g  chiidren with issues of ternporary or 

permanent loss and adjustment to out-&home placements wiil depend on each child's 

individual circumstances. If the cMdYs out-oGhome placement is temporary or if 

guardianship is undecided, the play therapist, as part of the child welfue team involveci 

with the child, should work to protect, and improve the quality oc the attachent  of the 

child to her or his birth parents. Therapeutic work, then, focuses on "supporting children 

to work through the intense fedulgs mobiiized by separationy7 (Steinhauer, 1991, p. 157) 

by validaîing and normaluiag those fwlings (e.g., d e t y ,  sadness, loneiiness, confusion, 

anger, hopefuhess); taiking to them about k i r  parents and about home visits, and 

assisting them to c o ~ e c t  m e n t  exaggerated, understateci, or displaceci emotions to 



thek original source (Steinhauer, 1991, p. 15 1); involving the Firth parents and foster 

parents in the play therapy process as appropriate, and advocatiag for adequate visitaion 

if necessary with the child weltàre agency. 

Additiody, play therapists can provide guidance to birth parents and foster 

parents in helping minimize the confùsion and divided loyalties often experiend by 

children in out-of-home placements. It is not uncommon for foster parents and birth 

parents to compete for a child's &idon and loyaity. Birth parents 

typ idy  feel inadquate, powerless, and stigmatized by Society's 

taking away th& chiid. Often, they defend against their guilt and 

their seme of failure by projecting the blarne onto someone else, 

such as the child, the foster parents, the chiid-welfare agency, or 

the courts. (Steinhauer, 1991, p. 161) 

Foster parents are often cntical and judgmentd ofbirth parents because of how 

they have treated the chiid in the past. It is also not uncommon for foster parents to be 

motivated to foster by a d for love and appreciation. Chiidren in foster care, however, 

kequently have a signi6cant need for love and attention without the capacity to feel or 

give love in return. Steinhauer (1991) notes: 

It is easy to see why foster parents, who, day after day, week 

&er week, have to put up with fhstrating and disruptive 

behaviour while doing their best for a difficult child, might 

resent that child's seeming to care more for the idealized natucal 

parents than for them. (p. 160) 
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The role of the play thempist with children in permanent out-of-home placements 

does not m e r  siBnificantly fkom thai with cbildren in temporary care as i& too, will 

involve "supportîng chilâren to work through the intense feelings mobilized by 

separation" (Steinhauer, 1991, p. 157). Howewer, t may dso include advocating when 

appropriate for wntinued contact with birth parents; providhg guidance to bitth parents 

and foster parents for shared parenhg in these instances; and providiag guidance to 

foster parents for assisting children in the process ofmoumhg in ktamxs when contact 

is not maintaineci between b ' i  parents and children. 

Steinhauer (1991) aiggests that professonais "cari help most by sensitizing and 

empowe~g  the foster mother and family" (p. 157) to facilitate successfid mourning, 

noting that: 

. . . shce it is especially hard for many bighly defended foster 

children to concentrate their mouniing into the one or two hours 

each week that they meet their therapists . . . the foster mother, 

given proper expectations, supavision, and support, is best able 

to provide the ongoing assistance most children need. (p. 147) 

Specific points for intervention include: 

Having the foster parent note any changes in rnood, activity leveI, 

expression, behaviour, fantasy, or play, or any rnarked withdrawal or 

ïncreased aggression shortly More or just d e r  Msits or their cancellations, 

and using the opportunity to faciltate the working through of repressed 

feelings stirred up by an a d  or hstrated contact with the oatural pumts 

(Steinhauer, p. 148). 



Assisting the foster parent to i d e  what Deianey (1991) r â a s  to as 

many foster chi ldds  ''negative world view" - that is, their responses to 

present circmmtances with attitudes, motives and feelings based on past 

expaierices and mernories of their past eaviroaments and birth parents. 

Encomging the foster parent to obsave children's stories, play, 

drawings, dreams, and f'antasies (e-g., abandonment, fear, deprivation, 

punishment), recomii;nng when themes emage of previously experienced 

feelùgs and situations, and helping childrcn explore these themes. 

Encouragiog the foster parent to role modei consistently kindness, 

sensitivity, carïng and respect in the home, especiaiiy when responding to 

diflicuit behaviour of children originating in falings derived from the past. 

in summary, it is apparent that working with chüdren in care can in some ways be 

a more complex process than worhg with chiidren who remain at home. This is 

because, in addition to addressing f d y  of origin issues which likely precipitated the out- 

of-home placement in the first place, issues of grief and loss, separation, potential 

idealkation of the birth parents, adjustmenî to the new home environment, foster f d y  

dynamics and foster f a d y  attitudes towards the foster children and their birth parents 

dso need to be addressed. Frequently, it has been my experience that these iosues arising 

fkom the outsf-home placetnent need to be addressed before fémüy of ongin issues can 

become a focus of therapeutic work with the child. 



THE LOGISTICS OF THE PRACTICUM 

The Child Clients 

Play therapy for this practicum was undertaken with four children dl ofwhom 

were referred by the Chüdren's Hospital CMd Protection Centre (CPC) due to pst- 

traumatic sequelae stemming fiom abuse or neglect- 

A psychologist at CMd Protection Centre r e f d  five-year-old Amie for play 

therapy because of concems about her emotional fùnctioning. Concems uicluded social 

difnculties; a troubüng prmccupation with themes of violence, injwy and Sexualized 

relationships; and codlïct and wnfùsion around intimate relationships. Annie's history 

included physical, emotional and sexual abuse; neglect; and exposure to adult domestic 

violence, substance abuse and snaial activity. At the time Amie started play therapy, she 

had been in foster care for approximately one year. Play therapy with Annie continued 

after the completion ofthis practicum. At the time of wmpletion, she had participated in 

49 play therapy sessions over a period of 14 months. 

The CPC psychologist also referred six-year-old Curtis due to concenis about his 

difnculties with interpersonai relationships; poor seLfksteem; and reported aggressive 

behaviour. Curtis' history included emotional and physical abuse, neglect, and parental 

abandonment. At the time Curiis started play therapy, he had been in care for 

approximately 18 months. Curtis had spent the majority of his tune in care in a hotel with 

rotating childcare workers as his caregivers. He was moved to a speciaiized foster home 

two months prior to starhg play therapy. Play therapy with Curtis continued d e r  the 

completion of this practiaun At the time of completion, Curtis had participatecl in 51 

play therapy sessions over a period of 14 months. 
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Four-year-old Lenny was r e f î e d  through the Child Protection Ceatre's Chiid 

Development Clinic (CDC) due to concerns voiced by his guardian about his aggressive 

behaviour. Lenny's histoq included neglect, exposure to adult violence and substance 

abuse, and parental abandonment- A developmentd assessment of him undertaken by 

CDC noted him to fail within the n o d  range of development with some delays in 

expressive speech. At the tirne Lenny started play therapy, he had been living with bis 

caregiver, his maternai aunt, for approàmateiy one and one-Wyears. Prior to  that time, 

he was bnefly placed in a Child and Family Services shelter subsequent to his 

apprehension fiom his mother's c m .  Lenny participated in 32 play therapy sessions over 

a period of ten months. 

Ten-year-old Traceyy who tumed 1 1 the day after her first play therapy session, 

was referred for play therapy through Child Protection Centre at the same time that her 

rnother was refemd for a parent-child assessment. Traceyys history included neglect, 

exposure to adult substance abuse and violence, and suspected victimization Her 

guardianship agency expressed concern about an incident in which Tracey had attacked 

her mother with a knife. At the time Tracey starteci play therapy, she had been in the 

same foster home for a p p r o h t e l y  one and one-half years. Prior to  that tirne, she had 

been primarily raised by her materna1 grandparents with intermittent t h e  spent in the Gare 

of her mother. Play therapy with Tracey continueci d e r  the completion of this 

practicum. At the time of completion, Tracey had participated in 37 play therapy sessions 

over a period often months. 



The Sethg 

Play therapy with Annie, Curtis, Lemiy and Traay took place et the ELizabeth W 

Counselling Centre, part of the Facuity of Social Woric at the University of Manitoba, and 

a training fàcility for social work and psychology students. Ms. Linda Perry and Dr. 

Diane Hiebert-Mwphy, University fàcuity members, provided weekiy supenision. 

The Intervention 

Assessrnent 

Two of the four children participahg in this play therapy practicum, Annie and 

Curtis were referred for treatment &a having been psychologidy assessed. The 

referring psychologist made treatment recummendations that, dong with information 

gathered fkom initial play sessions, collaterai sources and reports on psychometric testing, 

became the foundation for play therapy goais with these chiidren. 

The other two children, Lenny and Tracy, were referred for play therapy without 

prior formal assessment. Because of this, initiai play therapy sessions dong with 

information gathered fiom collateral sources and reports on psychometrk testing, were 

used to generate goals for a course of treatment. Assessrnent was guided by principles 

derived fiom a numkr of sources including Greenspm and Greenspan (199 1) and 

O'Connor and Ammen (1997). 

Greenspan and Greenspan (1991) outline a fnunework for the evaluation of the 

child, which includes physicai functioning, pattern ofrelationships, overall mood or 

emotional tone, affect, d e t i e s  and fean, and thematic expression @p. 19 - 59). 
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O'Connor and Ammn (1997) offa wmprehensive guidelines to the d u a t i o n  of the 

child in a systemic context @p. 29 - 104). 

In addition to assessment, initial play therapy sessions foased on relationship 

building, observation of the child's themes in play and talchg my cues fiom the child for 

the most part. As a result, early play sessions were primpcily non-directive and only 

minllnally stmctured. Ilus changed in later sessions after a relatiomhip with the chîld ùad 

begun to develop. At that point, 1 attempted to direct activities and structure sessions 

more when addressing issues specific to the cbild. As part of my learning, 1 m n  

discovered that providing mon direction and structure to the sessions nom the beguining 

of therapy would probably have been more productive than aying to introduce it later in 

the therapeutic process. This became particularly apparent when trying to htroduce 

activities to children with high control needs (e-g., Lenny, Annie and Curtis) after not 

having set a precedence of directing or structunng activities in previous sessions. The 

children proved to be resistant to my initiatives for the most part- 

Treatrnent Process 

In ternis of the treatment process, a prescriptive approach was used based on my 

belief that the methodology fkom differing combinations of the play therapies would be 

beneficial for treatment with different children according to their individualized needs and 

temperaments (Schaefer & O'Connor, 1983). As part of the learning process, I also 

wanted to "%y on" Werent play therapy approaches and techniques to expand my ski11 

and knowledge base. While 1 attempted to use an ecosystemic hmework with all of the 

children, with four-year-old L e ~ y ,  1 employed a predominantly non-directive, child- 

focused approach using, at times, Theraplay techniques (to encourage attachent 
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behaviour) and ideas fiom the cognitive-behaviod play therapies (to address 

rndadaptive coping behaviour) and the release play therapies (to provide opportunity for 

catharsis and abreaction). Work with Lenny's caregiver was also an important 

component of the treatment procesS. 

With six-year-old Annie, who presented with behaviour consistent with an 

aggressive attachent disorder (Zeanah, Mammen, & Lieberman, 1993), 1 used a 

Thematic Play Therapy approach as p r e s c n i  by Benedict and Mongoven (1997). 

Advocacy with Amiie7s guardianship agency was also an important part of the treatment 

process. 

1 initiaily pianned to use a predominantly Thematic Play Therapy approach with 

Curtis to encourage the development of a positive therapeutic relationship and to assist 

him in the grieving process for his mother who had stopped visiting him and planned to 

relinquish guardianship. However, when his mother recommenced visits and initiated a 

court process to regain guardianship of him, Curtis' highly defended rnanner of relathg 

comprornised bis ability to process on a feelings level bis present circumstances. As a 

result, a cognitive-behavioural approach was introduced to the play therapy sessions in an 

attempt to mod@ some of Curtis' self-blaming beliefis and aggressive behaviour. 

Cognitivebehaviourai play therapy was the primary approach used with ten-year- 

old Tracy. This approach was chosen due to Tracqr's highiy defended manner of relating 

and avoidant mamer of dealing with strong, negative emotions such as anger, fear and 

loss. 

At aü times throughout the treatment process with aii of the chiidreq 1 attempted 

to set minimai iimits for each child (e-g., the cMd was not aiiowed to hurt h e r h s e i f  or 
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me). Additi~naiiy~ in keeping with an emsystemic hmework, attempts wae made to 

include dl of the children's caregivers in the treatment proass by scheduling meetings' 

keeping in contact by telephone, providiog feedback and providing guidance and 

direction as needed. 

Method of Evaluation 

In terms of evaluating the effiveness of this intervention with clients, 1 planned 

to administer Achenbach's Chiid Behaviour Checkiist and the Parenteig Stress Index to 

the children's caregivers in order to assess the children's pre- and post-intervention 

fiuictioning. Because 1 had teRninated with only one client (Lemy) at the t h e  of 

writing, post-intervention measwes to date have only been completed for hun. A mid- 

point evaluation of Annie, C h s  and Tracey's hctioning was undertaken with their 

exregivers. Annie's mid-point evaluation is included in this report as part of her case 

study. Post-intemention messures will be taken at texmination with the remaining three 

clients. 

Child Behaviour Chceklist (CBCL) 

The Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL) was designed by Thomas Achenbach and 

Craig Edelbrock to assess in a standardized fonnat the behavioural problems and social 

cornpetencies of children between the ages of four and sixteen years (Achenbach & 

Edelbrock, 1983). 

It consists of 1 18 items related to behaviour problems of the child, which are 

scored on a three-point scale ranghg fiom "Not true7' to "Often true". Additiody7 

there are twenty social competency items usrd to obtain parents' reports of the amount 

and quality of their cMd's activities, social interactions, and schwl hctioning. Both 



parts of the scale w a e  n o d  on a sample of parents' reports on 13,000 children. 

CLinical and normative samples were heterogeneuus in ternis of race and socioemnomic 

status, and were propoctionate to the composition of the general United States 

population (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983). 

The main disadvantage ofthe CBCL is its reiiance on parentai report and the 

attending limitations ( F r m a q  1985). Achenbach and Edelbrock have attempted to 

address this by providhg other fonns to generate data fiom otha sources including The 

Teacher Rating Fonn (TW), the Youth Self-Report (YSR) and the Direct Obsewation 

F o m  @OF). It shouid be noted that the Youth Se@Report cannot be used by children 

under the age of eleven. 

The psychometric properties of the CBCL's parent reports have been exteosively 

evaluated. Test-retest reliability, inter-parent agreement, and inter-interviewer reliability 

coefficients have ali been measured as greater than -90 (Keiiey, 1985). Several studies of 

the CBCL have supportecl both its wnstruct and criterion-related valîdity (Kelley, 1985). 

While the supplementary meanires have not been studied as thoroughly in ternis of their 

psychometric properties, Christenson (1 992) descn is  them as 'îweii-designed and 

researched instruments to provide standardized descriptions of students' problems and 

competencies in the social-emotional areai' (p. 1 66). 

Parentinn Stress Index (PSI) 

The Parenting Stress Index (Third Edition) (PSI) was developed by Richard 

Abidin as a means of i d e n m g  smssors experienced by parents ofchildren under the 

age of 12 that are related to dysfùnctional parenhg (Abidin, 1995). 
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Caregivers complete the PSI by circlkg a number ushg a five-point LiLert scale 

that best reflects their perceptions of the chiid (CMd Domain) and themselves (Parent 

Domain). The Chiid Domriin coasists of six subscaies related to the temperament of the 

child (Adaptabihy, Demsndingness, M d  and Distractiiiiity/Hyperactivity); the match 

between child characteristics and parental expectatiom (Acceptability); and the extent to 

which the parent experïences the chiid as a positive reinfiorcement (Reinforces Parent). 

The seven subscaies of the Parent Domain measure Depression, Feelings of Cornpetence, 

Attachrnent, Support of Spouse, Health, Rok Restriction and isolation. The remaining 

items on the PSI are contained in a Life Stress sale which offers an index of how much 

stress parents may be experiencing ôeyond their role as caregivers (Abidia, 1995). 

The seale was nonned on a sample of 2,633 mothers recniited fkom a well-child 

a r e  centre, public school day Gare centres, pnvate and public pediatric clioics, and health 

maintenance programs in the United States (Abidin, 1995). AUison (1998) points out 

that the PSI'S standardkation and resulting normative data is perhaps its biggest 

weakness as the sample was neither random nor stratifieci. Additionally, Barnes and 

Oehler-Stimett (1998) note that %e only nonnative data available for father respondents 

are based on the responses of 200 fathers" (p. 724). 

Accordhg to Allison (1998)' the PSI has strong validity with scores 

demonstrating a relationship to children's development, behavioural problerns, parent 

characteristics, family transition issues, and d t a l  relationships. Additionally, she notes, 

'95% of the originel PSI'S items were directiy related to at least one research study that 

provideci evidence for the importance of the attribute measured by the item to parental 

stress" (p. 723). She described the scale as a usenil screening tool within a systems 



context for i d e n m g  chïldren who may be at-risk for emottional or behavioural 

problems, as weil as parents who may be in need of parent education or p r o f e o d  

assistance. 

In terms of reliabüity, intemal consistency data for the PSI is also strong. The 

reliability for each of the domains yields scores of -90 for the Chïld Domain, -93 for the 

Parent Domain, and -95 for the Total Scale (AUisw, 1998). Scores are generally lower, 

but dl acceptable for the subdes within the two domPins ranging fkom .70 to -84 

(Ailison, 1998). Test-retest reliabüities on the Total Stress score range from -65 (one- 

year interval) to -96 for an interval of one to three months (Allison, 1998). Accordhg to 

Allison (1998), 'Viese data are consistent with expected patterns reflecting the situational 

nature of parental stress" (p. 723). 

Ailison (1 998) describes the PSI as a '%aluable tool" (p. 722) for both researchers 

and clinicians as long as its limitations in terms of its normative data are noted. in 

contrast, Bames and Oehler-Stinnett (1998), who question the intemal structure and 

meaning of the Index's subscaies, suggest greater caution in interpreting scores and 

predictuig adjustment and behanour in parents and children. They conclude that the use 

of the PSI be limited to screening and inteniewïng purposes for follow up on specific 

diculties experienced by parents and children 

Custoœer Satisfaction Ouestionnrim 

A customer satisfbction questionnaire (see Appendix) was completed by only one 

of the caregïvers of a child who participated in this practicum experience as play therapy 

with the other three clients continued after its completion. Caregivers for the remaining 

children will be asked to wmplete a customer satisfkction questionnaire when therapy is 
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terminateci. The purpose of this meaSUTe is to discover carepivers' perception of the 

treatment process. 
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CASE STUDIES 

The foliowing two case studies will be used to Uustrate the practicum process. 

Case studies include a description of the remion for refemai, background information, 

initiai assessment, goal setting, therapeutic interventions and outcomes, and evaluation 

AU names and identifjing idonnation have been changed to protect wnfidentiality. 

Lemy 

Backmound Idormation 

Lenny was refened for play therapy due to bis maternai aunt's concems about his 

aggressive behaviour. Accordhg to idormation provided by Lemy's aunt and Child and 

F a d y  Services, Lenny and his younger sister, Christine, were apprehended fkom th& 

parents' care due to concerm about domestic violence; parental drug abuse; ongoing 

neglect of both children (e.g., leaving the children unattended, frequently leaving them 

with inappropriate babysitters, leaving them in their crïbs al1 day, not providing adequate 

stimulation); and suspecteci physical abuse. The children were apprehended after agency 

Li-home supports failed to improve the parents' ab- to meet their needs or to d u c e  

the children's risk of abuse and neglect. 

The children were placed in an agency emergency shelter for several months 

before the courts granted guardianship to their matemal aunt. The materna1 aunt is a 

single woman living on ber own and supported by social assistance. Lemy was almost 

three years old at this the ,  his sister a year younger. Lemy, who was attending daycare 

prior to his apprehension, was able to continue attending the same daywe after he went 



to live with bis aunt- The cbildren's' parents were aliowed to visit them in their new 

home and currentiy continue to have sporadic contact with them. 

Initial Assessrnent 

Information about Lemy7s b c t i o n k g  was gathered from several sources at the 

beginning of the play th- process. CoUateral sources included the referring doctor 

ftom Chiid Protection Cenîre, Child and Family Services, the daycare that Lenny 

attended, and Lenny's aunt- 

Information Provideô bv the Rcfemnn Doctor 

The referring doctor describeci Lenny as f f i g  within a nonnal range of 

development with some delays in expressive speech- He attributed descriptions of 

Lenny's aggressive and difncult to manage behaviour to Lenny missing his parents who 

frequently promised to visit and then did not show up. He also attributed Lenny's 

aggressive behaviour to him hawig diflficulty expressing his feeüngs verbdy, 

experiencing role confusion about his various caregivers, witnessing arguments between 

his current caregiver and bis parents, and having generd difEicu1ties adjusting to his new 

home environment. 

Information Pmvided bv Child and Familv Services 

Child and Family SeMces expressed concem about short- and long-tenn effects 

of the neglect previously experienced by Lenny in bis f a d y  of origin with two low 

fùnctioning parents. Other concems included bis cumnt caregiver's difficulties in 

managing Lenny's behaviour, ber limited knowledge of normal chiidhocd development 

and setting bits around contact between Lenny and bis parents. 



Daycare personne1 descri'bed Lemy as a sociable chiId who s d e d  6equently and 

often seemed happy. They did not view him as a ditncult or  aggressive chiid. They noted 

no developmental concerns other than some delays in expressive speech and a tendency at 

times towards parallel rather than interactive play with other children His interaction 

with both children and adults was otherwise descn'bed as positive with an ability to show 

caring for their feeiings- 

In terms of leany's relationship with his aunt, daycare personnel descrï'bed some 

anxiety around separating fiom her whea she brought hïm in every morning. At the end 

of the day, Lenny appeared to greet her enthusiastidy. According to daycan personnel, 

Lemy did not talk about any concerning issues from bis previous home environment 

(e-g., violence, h g  use) or his cwent  home environment. Occasional descriptive 

wmrnents about his parents' absence were stated with a noticeable lack of affect. 

Information Provided bv Lcnnv's Aunt 

Lemy's aunt spoke in a hstrated, exasperated and worried manner about ber 

nephew as weli as about his parents. She reported many concems about Lenny's 

aggression, especially towards his younger sister. She aisr, stated that she was concemeci 

about his '%yperactivitf', destructiveness towards possessions, not taking responsibiüty 

when he was caught misbehaving, not listening (especiaiiy when out in public), lying, and 

not feeiing any remorse when he hurt others. She attn'buted Lemy7s behavioural 

diniculties to his mger towards, and sadness about, his parents' absence in bis Me. In 

speaking about h y ' s  parents, Lemy's aunt expressed a fiur amount of anger and 
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hstration about the home enviromeot îhey provided for th& chüdren previously and 

what she saw as their lack of respmibility in caring for them cwently. 

The items endorsed by Leany's aunt on the Child Behaviour Checklist producecl 

scores withui a clinical range in reference to both Leony's InteraaliziOg and Fxtenialipng 

behaviours. Her responses on the Parenthg Stress Index iadicated that she experienced 

high levels of stress ( w i t h  the clinical range) in parenting Lemy exacerbated by factors 

related to herself; to the cMd, and to theu interaction Results of the measures for Lenny 

will be discussed in M e r  detail under the heading Evaluation 

Obse~vations of Lennv in the Plrrvroom 

During our nrst t h e  together in the playroom, Lemy presented as shy and 

anxious. As a result, I inMted bis aunt into the playroom with us. Lenny initidy stayed 

close to his aunt without speakllig. When asked ifhe wanted some juice and wokies, he 

shook his head. Mer being given pmission to play with whatever he wanted to, Lenny 

slowly began to explore the playroom, remainllig close to his aunt and not speakkg. He 

eventually chose a beach bail and silently began to kick and throw it back and forth to 

both his aunt and me, displayhg excellent coordination- 

When 1 taked about the reasons for his aunt bringing him to play therapy (e-g., 

how he used to iive with his parents and now lived with his u t ) ,  Lenny nodded in 

agreement but did not speak or make eye contact. When 1 asked how old he had been on 

his recent bïrthday, he stated 'Tour" very clearly but again without making eye contact. 

Lemy initiaiiy expressed c o n c m  when his aunt went to  leave the r w m  to fill out 

the psychometric measures and attempted to foliow her. Mer being shown where she 

would be, Lenny was able to remain in the playroom and continue playing. He checked 
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on her several times but easily retumed to the playroom each the. At the end of the 

session, Lemy ran out of the playroom and rau amund the office ballways, gigsiùig and 

smihg. L e ~ y ' s  aunt e x p r d  exhaustion and hstration, and appeared to have 

difnculty controiiing this behaviour or setting ümits with him. Lenny accepted some juice 

and cookies to take with him when he left. 

During the next few sessions, Lenny dashed to the playroorn as soon as he arrived 

at the Cou~lseUing Centre. He g d y  delayed leaving at the end of sessions by 

dawdling, continuhg to play, hiding or by running about the ballways giggling, smüing, 

avoiding his aunt's and my attempts to catch him, and shouting, "Look at me!" and 'Try 

and catch me!" When in the playroom, he would sometimes suddenly attempt to leave 

the room without wa-g or with a bnef comment about gohg to see his aunt. During 

some sessions, he did not leave the playroom at dl, while during other sessions, he would 

leave the playroom four or five times to see his aunt. 

When exploring the playroorn, Lemy rarely spoke, did not make eye contact and 

frequently kept his back to me. He ofien chose to play on the other side of the room 

fiom where 1 was sitting. At times, he answered my questions with singie words or  brief 

sentences. At other times, he did not answer at dl. He engaged me in throwing and 

kicking baiis back and forth for part of the initial sessions. In later sessions, he also, at 

tirnes, liked to have me watch him throw and kick various bds,  and shoot miniature toy 

arrows in the air with a toy bow. 

His predominant affect in the initiai sessions kcluded anxiety and worry around 

issues of separation with a façade, however, of playful manipdativeness around the issue 

of control (Greenspan & Greenspan, 1991). His manner of relating, even when smiling 



and giggiing lacked affective depth (Le., did not d e  with bis eyes, hoUow giggiing 

without sounding happy) and was charactenZed by controlliog behaviour and the use of 

distancing (e-g., nianing away, teasing, avoiding eye contact, not Listening, hiding, hiniing 

his back towards his caregiver, pulling away from attempts to hold his hand). 

L e ~ y  did not develop coheske themes in bis play, but tended, instead, to move 

fiequently fkom one activity to another in qui& succession. He was able to demonstrate 

some of his conflicts through play, however, as wdl as limited verbal expression. Themes 

that emerged during Lemy's eady play therapy sessions and developed throughout the 

course of play therapy included 1) violene and aggression, 2) power/wntrol vs 

powerlessnesdhelplessness, 3) sadness and anger in relatiomhip to loss. abandonment 

and general famiiy dynamics, and 4) need for nwturance. 

In sunmary, Lenny presented as an aaxious, womed and somewhat sad Little boy 

in the context of separation and abandonment issues, with a supeficial playfiiloess about 

him masking issues around power and control. He related to his aunt and to me in a 

detacheci, controiiing manwr. While he demonstrateci excellent gross motor 

coordination, he displayed delays in his expressive speech. Information fiom collateral 

sources suggested that Lemy's current çaregiver was having difiiculty managing his 

evexyday behaviour and addressing his emotional needs. 

Goal Setting 

Based on information gathered corn collateral sources and my initial assessrnent 

of Lenny during early play therapy sessions, the foiiowing goals for treatment were 

generated: 
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1) Devdop a dationship with Lciny thrt L bzwd on trust. The purpose of 

this goal was to decrease Lenny's d e t y  in order to facilitate the other 

treatment goals. 

2) Asrat Lenny to explore rome of the events in bis put  and prasent home 

environment through observation and interpretatioi of previlcnt play 

themes. The purpose of this goal was to provide Lemy with the opportunity 

for cathartic piay a d  abreactiort regsrding traumatic events in bis Mee 

Catharsis refers to the "arousai and discharge of strong emotions (positive and 

negative) for therapeutic relief' (Schaefer, 1993, p- 8). Abreaction is a more 

intense process thpn catharsis with the discharge of affect king greater. It 

refers to the reiivbg of past stresdûi wents and the emotions association with 

them. In so doing, children wiil hopefidiy experience a sense! of relief from 

tension, develop a better understandhg of themselves and their environ ment^^ 

"gain rnastery over a world that they tend to experience passively in real Meyy 

(Schaefer, 1993, p. 8) and be able to proceed on a healthy course of 

development. Observation of play themes aiso offers an opportunity for 

ongoing assessrnent of the child as treatment dolds. 

3) AssWt Lenny to devetop a "fidings" vocabulrry to enable him to express 

himseif bettcr. The purpose of this goal was to foster Lemy's healthy 

growth and development and to increase his ability to communicate his 

feelings to others thus decreasing any aggressive behaviour due to dif6culties 

in verbalizing bis feelings. 
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4) Assist Lemy to pmcar Lis negaüvt and overpowering Ccduigs reyiding 

tht sepurition f i m  bis parents, thit is, wsist bim in the mouming 

process. The purpose of this goai was to assit Lenny to grieve about his 

separation fkom his parents and attach to his new caregiver successfuly. As 

Steinhauer (199 1) notes, "Y'ailure to complete the work of mouming" 

c o m b d  with "the lack o f a  satisfiictory selective attachment prior to the 

sep-on, especislly fohowing chronk ne@& (p. 32) can resuit in children 

relating to their enwonment in a perrnanently detached manner. The 

consequences of this have been discussed previously. 

5) Encourage the nomai dcvdopment of empithy Cor othen' fcdings by 

verbaiizing and dtmonstrating tmotions in iwponse to actions within an 

environnent of tokrance ind acceptancc The purpose of this goal was to 

promote Lenny's healthy development and a healthy attachent capacity t o  

others. It was included as a goal due the matenial aunt's concems regarding 

Lenny's lack of empahy. 

6) Encourage Lenny with rnastey of agcappropnate twks. The purpose of 

this goal was to promote healthy development and to streagthm Lemy's self- 

esteem by providing encouragement and opportunity for repeated successes. 

7) Educate Lenny's aunt about normai childhood dtvcllopment and 

individual cbildnn's tempenmtn ts. The purpose of this goal was to assist 

L e ~ y ' s  caregiver cüflierentiate between behaviour in her nephew that 

warranted coacem and behaviwr that was developmentaliy appropriate. 

Another purpose was to help her iden* strengths in L m y  that would 



hopefùly allow her to dedop a more positive interpretation of some of his 

behaviour. 

8) Assist Lenny's aunt to dtveiop parenthg skills such w setting limits, 

responding to btbavioud eues, and dding with sibliag rivdy. The 

purpose of this goal was to help Lenny's aunt respond more appropriately to 

her nephew's behaviour and provide him and his younger sister with a less 

sbr& more coasistent environment- 

9) Assist Ltnny's aunt to becorne more cornfortable and confident in ber 

ntw d e  w a puent to her nephew ind niecc The purpose of  this goal 

was to enhance the caregiver-chiid relationship by promoting at tachent  

behaviour in both Lemy and his aunt (I)eianey, 199 1 ; Jernberg, 1979; 

Jernberg & Booth, 1997). 

Theraneutic Interventions and Outcornes 

The foilowing is a synopsis ofthe therapeutic intenrentions and outcornes with 

Lenny: 

1) Develop a rclrtionship with Lenny based on trust, 

In attempting to develop a trusting relationship with Lemy, 1 was challenged by 

his anxiety, and his detached and controlling manner of relatiog. By inviting his aunt into 

the playroom initially and aiiowing Lemy to check on her whereabouts at any time during 

subsequent play sessions, 1 hoped to relieve some of bis separation aryùety. 

1 also made every effort to take my cues fiom Lenny about physical proximity and 

interaction. For example, when sînging Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star", 1 stopped singing 

when he told me to and listened to him sing the song with his back turned to me. When 
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blowing up baiioons together, 1 stopped lettiag the air out of them wisily when Lenny 

indicated this hurt his ears. On severai occasions when he asked me to pick him up, 1 did 

so and put him down again quickiy as instnrcted- 

Interestingly, this approach with Lenny, which 1 thought was respectfiil and which 

felt wdortable to me, oniy seemed to reinforce his detached way of relating to me. 1 

eventually dismvered that a more intrusive manner using Theraplay techniques (Jernberg, 

1979; Jernberg & Booth, 1999) produced a richer level of relating to one another- For 

exarnple, on one occasion, Lemy pretended to be injured. As he lay on the floor, 1 gently 

rubbed and smoothed his various body parts (e-g., fw legs, hands, arms, face, head and 

eventually his back) describing what I was doing to make him fée1 M e r .  Lenny, usually 

active and bouncing between activities, allowed me to continue with this activity for an 

extended p e n d  of tirne. He rnade prolonged eye contact with me, srnileci and then asked 

me to continue rubbing his back. 

During a subsequent session, 1 found Lenny curled up in the corner of the 

playroom pretending to be asleep under a pile of blankets after having raced around the 

haihays. When 1 commented that he looked like a little baby and started to sing him a 

luilaby, L e ~ y  snuggled up to me and began to make gurgling noises Wre a baby. He later 

sat on my lap on several occasions while he drank his juice fkom a bottle. 

Greenspan and Greenspan (199 1) suggest that therapists make note of their 

subjective experience of a chïld as a means of gaining additional insight into the child's 

fimctioning. This was certainiy benefïcial with Lenny in ternis of assessing his detached 

way of relatuig to others. Throughout my time with Lemy, in many ways a delightful 

chiid, 1 never felt as comected to him as 1 did with some of the other children that 1 saw 
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for play therapy. Despite oome wann shared moments7 he aiways seemed distant nom 

me and emotionalIy uninvolveci. Whik he u d y  rushed to the ptayroom at the 

beginniag of sessions and made valiant efKorts not to lave at the end of sessions, 1 rarely 

sen& a deepening of our relationship. 

When his aunt reported thaî Lemy missed me when sessioas were cancelied or 

talked excitedly about seeiag me on the walk to the office7 1 was su~prised. 1 was also 

taken by surprise on several Mixent occasions when Leony hugged me spontswwsiy, 

bIew me lcisses and told me he loved me. On these occasions, 1 found myself flooded 

with affection for him and puzzleci by the dynamics of our relationship. 

At the end of the session in which 1 mbbed Lenny's back, Lenny asked to be 

d e c i  out to the waiting area. This became part of our routine at the end of dl of our 

subsequent sessions. He Uced me to carry him facing outward and to swing his legs. 

When it was time to say good-bye at the end of our 1st session, perhaps as a metaphor of 

our deepening yet dl relative1y detached relationship, Lenny had me carry hirn out of the 

plapom face to face as he clutched his arms around my neck. 

2) Assist Leany to explore some of the events in his past and present home 

environment through observation of prevdtnt phy themes. 

The prirnary intervention technique used with Lenny to help him explore events in 

his past and present home environments was the provision of toys that would encourage 

play around these issues (e-g., a dollhouse, doUs to represent f d y  members, a jail). 

Because of his young age and continued delay in expressive speech, extensive verbal 

processing of Mie events and related emotions was not possible. Instead, Lemy's 
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proceshg was observeci tbrough his play. Lenny's play themes were often inter-related 

and evolved in the foilowing mannec 

Vidence umd ug&. Initiaüy7 Lenny fiequently enacted scenes of car crashes; 

handcuffhg "hi guys" and takiog them to jail for steaiing and fighting; people M g  

injured and bleediag fiom falls and assaults? and needing medical attention; spanking 

stuffed animals for toilethg accidents and aggressive behaviour, and pretending to hurt 

me, dok and d e d  a n .  by pretend'mg to shoot arrows at us and put pepper in 

our eyes and mouths. He also made spontaneous comments about witnessing violence 

between his parents. 

1 responded to Lenny's violent and aggressive themes by commenthg in a non- 

judgmental and caring manner about his actions and the feelings he may have been 

expenencing (e.g., anger, confiision, fear, hurt). 1 also responded to people and other 

characters being hurt with concern and medical attention using a toy medical kit. 

Themes of violence and aggression had all but disappeared by the fifW month of 

play therapy suggesting a decrease in Lenny's level ofanxïety and a lessening 

preoccupation with fightening and/or confiising events from his past home 

environment. Interestingly, the disappearance of themes of stuffed animals king 

spanked for toiieting accidents coincided with the completion of toilet training of his 

younger sister several months into play therapy. During Our conversations, Lenny's 

aunt had expressed considerable hstration with this process. Parenting concerns 

about L e ~ y ' s  aunt will be discussed later. 

Pmer/collltrd vs. ~ e s s ~ l d d p l e s s n r n .  While a desire to feel powerftl and in 

control are CO- amongst chüdren of hmy's age, his previous chaotic home 
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environment and the lack of a consistent, dependable caregiver pnor to  separation 

likely exacerbated this need in Lenny. For Lenny, these issues were most apparent in 

his continuous disregard of his aunt's attanpts at limit-setting at the beghnhg of play 

therapy sessions when he would run to  the playroom without her permission and 

sometimes More  1 was even in the room. They were also apparent at the end of play 

therapy sessions when he had diffidty leaving. This did not lessen over the course of 

treatment 

In play, Lemy seemed to have a need at thes to  identifjr with strong, powerfd 

figures in control of their environment such as a 'krrestling man'* who successfiilly 

fought other figures, a shark who refùseâ to stop biting me, and a monster who ate 

rnothers and babies. M g  some sessions, he became a police officer who arrested 

'%ad" characters for misbehaving (e-g., fighting, stealing, toilethg accidents), spanked 

them and sent them to  jail for a "timeout". 

At the same t h e ,  Lemy's feelings ofpowerlessness and helplessness were 

reflected by play themes of characters (icluding g r d a t h e r s ,  mothers, fathers, aunts, 

dogs and generic men and women) king unable to W p  or rescue a cowboy caught in 

a stinky or  a king and queen do11 calling for help fiom the cade. During one earîy 

play session, Lemy hid under the table and began to call for help. When I responded 

with concem and asked him what was wrong, he wvered his face and wodd not 

answer. On several occasions, he called me on a toy telephone activating a voice that 

said, "Emergency" but was thni unable to  speak and ask for help. 

I responded to Lemy's themes of power/control vs. powerlessnesdhelplessness in 

a non-judgmental, caring and empathic marner by agah commenthg on his actions 
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and the feelings he may be experietlcing- As our play therapy sessions progressed, 1 

began to introduce the possïbiity of different endiags to the scenes that he enacted, for 

example, by promoting the strrngth and capabüity of some characters t o  help other 

characters and by role-playhg for bim what to say on the telephone in an emergency 

situation. 

Lenny's imaginative phy, while it remained lacking in riclmess, increasingly 

involved happier, more positive outcornes to conflict between characters he created, 

with vulnerable characters being partialiy or completely assisteci and rescued by other 

characters. For example, durùig a play therapy session two mombs into the course of 

treatment, a mother figure continueci to  be "tw we&' to  protect a male figure fiom 

being assaulted but a grandfkther figure was able to  protect him. Five months into 

treatment, Lenny drew a picture of a hutle that was king  'csucked downyy into the 

ocean. He then drew a boat that came and saved the turtle. M e r  he completed his 

drawuig, Lenny stood up and took a bow. In response, 1 clapped and commenteci that 

the turtle could count on the boat to look after him. In addition to more positive shifts 

in metaphorid play, Lenny hcreasingiy aliowed himself to be cared for in situations 

when he pretended to be hurt, suggesting a lessening of bis feelings of helplessness. 

Sa&tess and unger in reicCa.ionshi@ to loss, abondonment andgaieml fmily 

d y n u m k  Lemy initially made fiequent references in play to feeling sad or angiy 

about not having a mother or father. For example, he made a %ad monstef' out of 

play-doh and commented thaï the monster was sad because he did not have any 

parents. On another occasion while making a monster out of playdoh, he commented 
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that he was ahid of monsters because they could take parents away and make them 

never retuni, 

Otha characters in Lenny's play, including figures used to represent parents, 

were often maimeci and killed at which point he would change his play activity, u d y  

to an action-based activity such as kickiag a beach ball. His abrupt change in activities 

could be explained a number of ways: as a response to heightened levels of anxiety 

around issues of separation and Ioss, as a way of attempting to avoid these 

ovenvhelming feelings, or as a self-regulating maneuver to wpe with these feelings. 

Lemy becasne better able to express his fedings about his parents and other 

family members as his Yeelings" vocabulary increased over the course of treatment 

(see Goal Three) but littie resolution appeared to take place. This can kely be 

attnbuted to his parents' ongoing sporadic visits with him and hie sister that seemed to 

impact negatively on the whole famiy system. 

Most notably, while Lenny's aunt generaliy reported more positive behaviour by 

Lenny as play therapy progressed, she contiaued to report non-cornpliance and 

episodic aggessive behaviour by him usudy directeci towards his younger sister when 

the children's parents calleci or Msited the home and did not foliow through with 

promises. Dwing play therapy sessions, Lenny's feelings of sadness and anger about 

his parents were also most evident on these occasions. 

Additionally, Lemy7s expressions of sadness about king spanked by bis aunt 

increased during these times, suggesting that his aunt found it dficult to tope with 

Lemy's escalateci behaviour as a result of the contact. On one occasion after a visit 

fiom his mother, Lemy amounceci during a session that his aunt said, 'Morny is 
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stupid". This suggests tbat Lemiy's aunt also experienced dif16:cuity in reguiating and 

buffering the children fiom her own feelings about the situation. 

Nurtrrring n d  In addition to some ofleany's developmental delays, some of his 

behaviour d u ~ g  play sessions was suggestive ofearly childhcxxî emotional and 

physical deprivatioa For example, he displayed great interest in the baby bottles and 

chose to drink bis juice from them on six dinerent occasions. 1 respnded in a d e ,  

non-judgmental mannerF enmuraging L e n q  to take cornfort in the act ofdrinking his 

juice tiom a bottle in the presence o f a  numiring caregiver. 

During these times, Lenny displayed other regressed behaviow previously 

discussed. On the sixth occasion that he chose to use a baby bottle to  drink his juice, 

Lemy went to the waiting area to  show his aunt. When he retumed to the playroom, 

he announced, "I want to be a big boy now" and poured the juice into a cup to drlnk. 

M e r  that time, Lenny did not use the baby bottles srpaui. This sequence of events 

demonstrates L e ~ y ' s  use of play as a developmental process during which he moved 

back and forth dong a developmental cominuum as a way of discovering individuation 

and separation (Cattanach, 1992). 

3) Assist Lenny to devdop a Ycclings" vocabulmy to enabk him to express himseif 

bettec. 

Intervention techniques used to assist Lenny develop his 'Yeelings" vocabulary 

included making bailoon faces; 1;ibeIIuig my own feelings, Lemy's feelings and those of 

characters created by Lemy in play; i d e n m g  feelings faces fkom posters in the 

playroom; making fafes together in the mirror of various emotions; drawing pictures and 

making up stories about the pictures; and reading Emberley and Miranda's (1997) Glad 
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Monster. Sad Monster . wearing the face masks containeci within the book and talLing 

about t h e s  we expeRenced etnotions represented by the masks. By the end of the course 

of play therapy, Lenny bad increased his 'Yeelhgs" vocabulary signiScantiyY He was able 

to idenafy and express fédùigs of sadness, anger, happiness, hurt, loneiiness, worry, 

pride, feeling goofil, ffeellg süiy, love, rage, fnstration and impatience. 

One of the purposes of ths goal was to decrease the amount of Lemy's 

aggressive behaviour by providing bun with more positive ways to express himseIf. For a 

discussion of Lemy's aggression, please refer to Goal Two's play theme of &ess and 

mger in relationship to loss, abandonment and general family dynamics. 

4) Assist Lcnny to proccss Bis negative and overpanering f d i n g  ~cgrrding the 

separation from bis parents, thit is, to fhcüitate the mourning proeas. 

To assist Lenny grieve the loss of his parents, 1 encouraged him to talk to them on 

a toy telephone, write them a letter, and ta1.k to the television monitor to send them a 

message. 1 suggested additional coping techniques for times when he was feeling 

overwhelrned with negative feelings (e-g., tak to his aunt, daycare persorne4 bis nursery 

school tacher, draw a picture ofhow he f e 4  punch a piiiow, sing a song; ask for a hug). 

1 validateci his feelings of sadness, loneliness, fear and anger about his parents. 1 also 

attempted to normalize his living arrangements by tallcing about different f m y  types and 

reinforcing the availability of a caregiver in his current home and school environment. 

Unfartunately, despite intervention with Lenny's caregiver, it is unlikely that 

Lemy was able to moum the separation f?om his parents successfiilly given the ongoing 

sporadic and unsatisfactory contact he experienced with them and given his aunt's 

difnculty in settuig parameters around the visits. 
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Additiody7 the inability of Lemy's aunt to tolerate Lermy's acting-out at these 

times and her inability to prozess her own feelings around the behaviour of the children's 

parents lesseneci her abüity to assist Lenny in the process of mourniog. Steinhauer (1991) 

notes that mouming for the child is iikely to be unsuccessful ifthe adults in the child's life 

are unable to provide ongohg security7 are unable to directly and repeatedly confkont the 

reality of the child's loss, and are iinahle to toIerate the child's expressions of 

helplessness, rage, and despair generatd by the loss (p. 40)- 

5) Encourage the normai devdapmcat of  cmprthy for others' fd ings by 

verbdizing and demonstntiog cmotions in rtspoasc to actions within an 

environment of toterance and rcceptance. 

The main intervention techniques used with Lemy in this regard were role 

modelling and labelling of feelings. Lemy responded appropriately to both positive (e-g., 

happy to play together) and negative feeiings (e-g., sadness at termination, hurt when hit 

in the face with a baii) that 1 expressed during play therapy sessions. WMe this goal was 

included because of concerns voiced by his caregiver, 1 did not see any behaviour during 

play therapy sessions that would suggest Lenny's capacity for empathy was below normal 

for children of his developmental age. This information was s h e d  with his aunt. 1 also 

gave her suggestions for encouraghg the healthy growth of Lemy's empathic abilities. 

6) Encourage Lenny with mastery of age-appropriate Wh. 

During our sessions together, Lemy made repeated wmments about his iaabiiity 

to master various tasks (e-g., open Eds, manipulate a toy). On these occasiotls, he would 

state hopelessly, 'l can't do it" or aslc me to do it for him after only one attempt. In later 

sessions, when he fiequently participated in drawing activities, he wodd ofien express 
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frustration with bis inabiiity to draw a picture in the way he wanted to or would ask me to 

ùnprove his p i c m  by drawing them '%etter". Lenq  exhibiteci advanced drawitig 

abilities in keeping with a child of six or seven- While his Gustration .round drawing may 

be atîributed to generalized féeiings ofiacompetmce, the tone of bis seK-criticism in this 

regard was suggestive of an artist's dissatisfaction with his work 

In addressing his feehgs of inadequacy, 1 enwuraged Lenny to persevere in his 

attempts at mastery ofageappropriate tasks (e.& opening play-doh containers, throwiog 

garbage in the garbage caa, drawing, counting, singing, playing baii) and to ask for help 

as needed. 1 gave ongoing special recognition to both him and his aunt regarding his 

creative and athletic talents. 

7) Eduute Lenay's aunt about n o r a d  chüdhood dcvclopment u d  individuaï 

children's tempenmcnt. 

Attempts to educate Lenny's aunt about normal ch i ldhd  development and 

individual children's temperament were somewhat succes&. Chüd development 

information and positive reports about Lemy's behaviour and special talents 

(e-g., drawïng, sports) provided by me, L e ~ y ' s  daycare and Lenny7s nursery school were 

reasonably succesdili in r e h m b g  her perception of her nephew. Her increased 

knowledge about nonnal childhood behaviow was demoostrated in our general 

conversation as weii as by her responses to questions on the CMd Behaviour Checklist. 

When she initiaiiy completed the checkiist, she reported great concem with Lenny's high 

activity levei, lying, and apparent diffculty and lack of remorse in acknowledging 

wrongdoing. When completiag the checklist ten months later. she reported many 
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instances of behaviw without confan as she iodicated reaüzing this was nonoal 

behaviour for a child Lenny's age. 

8) Assist Lemy's aunt $0 devdop parenthg skiiis sueh as settiag limits, mwponding 

to behaviourrl cuu, and dding  with sibling rivdry. 

Attempts to assist Lenny's aunt to develop her repertoire of parenthg skiils were 

leu successfd for the most part. Despite a lack of concem expresseci about Lenny's 

behaviour by his daycare and auroay schooi, and despite her increaseâ knowledge anci 

understanding of n o r d  childhood development and Lenny's individuai temperarnent, 

she continued to view play therapy for Lenny as the best solution to her parenting 

diiculties. 

She concedeci that the parenting techniques demonstrated on the videotape 

(Phelan, 1990) 1 lent her were, on occasion, effective at bedtime. However, she did not 

follow through with suggestions 1 made for handling non-cornpliance, sibling rivalry and 

aggressive behaviour. Nor did she foliow through with suggestions to attend a parenting 

course, access a one-to-one parenting support program, or implement a sticker chart 

reward system. She generally responded to parenting suggestions by stating that they did 

not work. 

Lemy's aunt report4 both verbdly and on the Parenting Stress Index, less stress 

in her caregiver role at the end of Lenny's course of play therapy. However, she 

continuai to express hstration at times with Lemy's aggressive behaviour and non- 

cornpliance, noting that neither parenting techniques such as spanlcing and yelling, nor 

any of the suggestions 1 made, were e f f d v e  with him. 
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9) Assist Lenay's aunt to becorne more comfortabk and confident in her new rok 

as puent ta ber ntpbew and niece 

1 attempted to provide Lamy's aunt with ongoing positive feedback and 

encouragement for her new role as parent to two smaU chiidren. While acknowledging 

the diffidt start both Lenny and his younger sister had had in Me, 1 tried to have her 

focus on the positive aspects of the chiidren's iives in the present with an extended tàmily 

member who wes able to provide for many of theV physicai, emotiod and d e t y  nee!ds. 

In terms of her relationship with the children's parents, 1 validated and attempted 

to assist ber to p r e s s  her mixed feelings. 1 felt unsuccessNl in this for the most part. 

She continued to make the same type of contradictory comments about them when 

treatment was terminated. For example, she vacülated between statiag that she had 

decided not to allow the children's parents to have any contact with them and reporting 

that she had ailowed the parents to stay in her home for up to a week at a tirne. She also 

conhueci to vacillate in her feelings ofanger, disappointment and sympathy for the 

chiidren's parents with no apparent resolution. 

1 made concrete suggestions to help her assist Lemy and his sister to deal with 

their feelings about their parents based on ideas fiom Fraiberg, Adelson and Shaprio's 

Ghosts in the Nurserv (1980). These included having a pichire of the parents displayed in 

the home; not talking negatively about their parents in fiont of them or within heeruig 

range; allowing them opportunity to talk about their parents if they wished; reassurllig 

them that they wiii always be looked afler, explainhg to them that their parents love them 

but are unable to look after them; avoidiog t e h g  them that their parents were coming for 

a visit until they actudly acrived so they would not fwl disappointed ifthey did not show 
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up; and avoiding arguments with their parents in fiont of them. 1 also suggested that she 

try to put some parameters around Visitation by the chiidren's parents. Unfortunately~ 

Lemy's aunt was able to implement only some of the suggestions made and tended to do 

so inconsistently. 

Evaluation 

Play therapy with L e q  was tenninated when he was deemed to have met bis 

play therapy goals to the extent possible @en bis deveiopmentai age and home 

environment. The latter was characterized by a caring adult who, nevertheless, appeared 

to need additional parenting education and who, additionally, continued to have dficuity 

buffering Lemy from the negative impact of his parents' behaviour and her own feelings 

about their bebaviour. 

In terms of psychometric testing cumpleted by L e ~ y ' s  aunt, si@cant changes 

were noted fiom pre- to post-intervention On the Chiid Behaviour Checklist (CBCL), 

T-scores on the overali and Internahg scales decreased from a clhicai range to a non- 

clinicai range. T-scores for the Extemalizing sale decreased fiom a ciinical range to a 

borderline clinical range with both subscales (Delinquent Behaviour and Aggression) 

remaining within a borderline cihical range (see Table 1). 

Because Lemy was not attending school at the beginning of treatment, a CBCL - 

Teacher's Report Form was not completed. However, in retrospect, it may have been 

beneficial to have daycare personnel cornplete a Teacher's Report for comparative 

purposes. Regardless, intorrnation provided by the daycare suggested no significant 

wncem with L e ~ y ' s  behaviour either pre- or pst-intervention. Nor did L e ~ y ' s  

nursery scbwl teacber - Lemy starteci and successfiüly completed nursery school during 



Table 1 

Summan of CBCL T-Scom for Leaav a r c n t  Remrtl 

Parent Report Re-Intervention Pos t-In ttwtn tion 

Total T-Score 

Intemdizing T-Seore 

Exteni Jizing T-Score 

Withdrawn 

Somatic Complrints 

AnUous/Dcpressed 

Social Probtems 

Thought Probltms 

Attention Probltms 

Delinquent Behrviour 

Aggressive Bebaviour 

Note. Subscale T-Scores below 70 refiect behaviours within the normal range. 

Total T-Scores, Intemaiking and ExternaiiZing T-Scores below 64 are within n o r d  

range. 

'Scores within the ciinicai range. 



the course of treatment - report any concems. Indeed, she expressed the opinion that 

Lenny was a bright little boy with special artistic a b i i .  It would seem that Lemy's 

behaviour was only deemed to be problematic in his home environment. Arguably, this 

dynamic could illustrate that &y- and nursery school persorne1 were leos attuned to 

Lemy's behaviour due to the number of childrea in the environment. More Iilrely, it is a 

reflection of the lwel of caregiving skiiis available in the home, interactiod dynamics 

between Lenny and his aux& and Lenny's behaviour in this partidar environment, 

especially at rimes when Lenny's parents had contact with the household. 

The above information l ads  me to believe that the lower pst-intervention scores 

are primarily a result of Lenny's caregiver leamhg to diEerentiate between some nomial 

childhood behaviour for children Lenny's age and behaviour that warrants concem. This 

was confinned by comments fiom Lemy's aunt on the Consumer Feedback 

Questionnaire that indicated her realization that Lenny's behaviour was 'hot as bad as 

(she) thought" and that she now felt better able to "take thuigs more in stride". It may 

a h  be partiaiiy explaioed by improvad perception by Lemy's amt of Lemy faciltateci 

by her own 1earning and positive feedback corn various sources including the daycare, 

Lemy's nursery school and me. 

This is not to say that Lenny's behaviour may not also have simultaneously 

improved in the home environment. Lenny seemed to respond positively to the 

consistency, reguiarity, attention, nurturing and opportunity for cathartic play offered by 

the play therapy process. However, it is diflicult to equate changes solely to the play 

therapy intervention. Changes in Le~my~s behaviour may also be attributable to a positive 
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nursery school experience, a âistancing fiom past painfiil events, decreasing coniact with 

bis parents, and maîuration. 

1 amibute ongoing wncenis by Leaay's aunt with some of Lenny's extemaluiag 

behaviour including aggression to a number of factors. These include her dif5cuîty 

m a s t e ~ g  effective bdiaviour management strategies, especidy regarding sibihg nvairy, 

ongoing lack of resolution for Lenny's auot regarding the children's parents, her 

consequent inability to b&er the children from the parents' inconsistent behaviour and 

her own inconsistent bebaviour during h e s  of stress, and the continued use of spankiag 

as a discipiînary methoci in the home. 

These conclusions, that is, that the primary dynamic of continuhg di££iculties in 

this family is more likely associateci with caregiver attributes, interactional attributes 

between caregiver and child, and child attributes as perceived by the caregiver, rather 

than solely child aitributes, appear to be supportecl by scores on the Parenthg Stress 

Index (PSI) (see Table 2). The scores showed only miwr decreases across d but one 

subscale (which remained the same), Total Scores for both Child and Parent Domains, 

and Total Scores for stress. Decreasing scores indicate decreasing levels of parental 

stress. 

Scores on the Chiid Domain subscaies of Distractiibiiity/Hyperactivity, Reinforces 

Parent, and Demandingness remaiaed within the clinid range, as did the Total Score for 

Child Domain. Other Chiid Domah subscale scores (Adaptabilityy Mood) feu to within 

borderline cünical range. The Child Domain subscale of Acceptabiïty remaiaed w i t b  

the non-clinical range. Parent Domain subscale scores remained within non-clinid range 

(Isolation, Health), remaineci within the cliaical range (Role Restriction) or feu to withui 



Surnmary of PSI Scores for Lcnnv and bis CarCPiVer 

Acceptabüity 

Totai for Child Domain 

Corn petence 38* 23 

Isolation 16 16 

Amchment 17' 14 

H d t h  14 11 

Role Rwtriction 24* 2 1* 

Depression t* *t 

spou~e N/A N/A 

Totai for Pmnt Domah 154* 1 IO* 

Totai Stress 294' 230* 

Life Stress 10 O 

* Scores within the ciinicai range 

** Insuf6cient data 



borderiine clinical and non-clinicai range (Cornpetence, Attachent). Total Score for the 

Parent Domah remaineci within the clinid range. This, in tum suggests that Lenny's 

aunt, despite feeling somewhat more confident in her parenting role and somewhat more 

positive towards Lenny in gens felt hstrated by behaviour inwmpatible with her 

expectations of the child and her abiiities to manage. 

In conclusion, more intense work with Lemy's aunt regarding parenthg and 

processing of h a  own fediags about Lenny's parents may have been beneficiai especiaüy 

in terms of facilitaîing a more successfùi mourning process for Lany. Udortunately, she 

was reiuctant for the most part to participate in a leaming a d o r  thefapeutic process for 

herself Additional work with Lemy and his aunt together using a modifiecl Filiai 

Therapy approach a d o r  a modifieci Theraplay approach might have been beneficial in 

encouraging munial attachent behaviours. 

Despite some resistance to learning for herself, Lenny's aunt wnsistently brought 

Lemy for his play therapy appointments. She expressed affection towards him at thes ,  

great pride in bis accomplishments, and a growhg understandhg of normal childhood 

development and Lenny's individual temperament and needs. It is likely that Lenny as 

weli as his aunt will continue to process issues over the life span related to their 

reiationship with Lemy's parents. 

Annie 

Bachound Information 

Annie was referred for play therapy due to concems about her social dficuities; a 

troubhg preoccupation with themes of violence, injury and sexuaiized relationships; and 

conflict and confusion around intimate relationships. Accordhg to idormation provided 
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by Child and Famity Services, Annie was placed in their are  briefly at the age of four 

after one ofher mother's partnefs phys idy  asoaulted her and her mother. This partner 

also reportedly killed Annie's cat in from of her. Annie was retumed to ber mother's 

care shortly after this event when her mother agreed to separate fkom the perpetrator. 

Annie and her two younger brothers (twins) bom approxhately six months after 

Annie was returned to her mother's care the f h t  time, were apprehended a year later due 

to contuiued wncems of physical and emotiod abuse @y their mother aod mother's 

subsequent partuers), sexual abuse (Anaie's disdosure was unclear regarding the specinc 

nature of the abuse and the perpetrator, and the t e s  were pre-verbal), neglect, domestic 

violence, exposure to adult semai activity, and parental substance abuse. Unfortunately, 

the agency was unable to find a foster placement for aU three cbildren together. Annie 

was placed separately with a couple in the city who had two adolescent daughters. 

During this tirne' thnie continuecl to have twice-weekly visits with her birth 

mother and siblings that were superviseci by agency persomel. Annie's behaviour during 

these visits was described as angry, aggressive, bossy and controlling towards her birth 

mother. hiring some visits, she told her birth mother that she hated her a d  threatened 

to kiu her. The visits were eventualy reduced to once a week and then bi-weekly- Annie 

was made a permanent ward of the agency when she was six years old and visits with her 

birth mother were terminated. She was recently moved to a long-term foster placement a 

week prior to ber seventh birthday. Her present placement is with a couple who bave no 

other children in their home. 



Initial Assessrnent 

While Annie entered the play thaapy process having already been assessed by a 

psychologist, information about her hctioning was also gathered £tom coiiaterai sources 

including her Child and Farnily Services social worker and her foster mother. These 

sources described Annie's behaviour as aggressive, manipulative, attention seeking and 

sexuaiized. She was noted to have dïfkiculty establishing and maintaining positive 

relationships with adults and 0th- chilcirem Undascoring the hdings of the 

psychologicai assessment, Annie also appeared to experieme ambivalent feelings about 

children and theu me7  confiision and conflict around intimate relationships, and a 

troubling preoccupation with violence, injury, sexuaiized relationships and social conflict. 

Initial play therapy sessions with Amie were also used for assessment pwposes. 

Upon meeting, she did not speak and avoided eye contact but dowed me to shake her 

hand. She separated easily nom her foster mother who initially accompanied her to the 

playroorn. Annie quickly became eagrossed in play and did not acknowledge her foster 

mother when she left the roorn- She retùsed my offer ofjuice and wokies. 

Annie did not respond to comments and questions about why she had been 

brought to play therapy. She chose to play with the toy kitchen, immediately assigning 

me the role of husband and later daughter and directhg what 1 should say and do in these 

roles. She continuecl to d e  little eye contact with me for the most part. Her speech 

was sometimes dBicult to understand, She became irritated i f1 initiated an action 

without her direction or did not understand her directions. She also became annoyd 

when, attempting a child-focused play therapy technique for the fkst the,  1 reflected on 

what she was doing. Initialiy, she responded by saying, Y knod'. She later told me stop 
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doing it. At one point when I asked ha to repeat haself she yeiled impatiently, '%t - 

am 1 speakuig French?" The only tune Amie seemed to make eye contact was when she 

was angry. At these times, she appeared to be glaring at me. At the end of the first 

session, Annie still declined my offkr of juia but furtvely took a long d d c  fiom one 

avaiiable before leaving. 

Annie's predotninant affect in the initial sessions included aiuoety, distrust and 

anger with an overt need to control the intefactions in her environment Her maMer of 

relating seemed hostile and was characterized by the use of distancing- While she seemed 

interested in the toys in the playroom, ber intensity and lack of apparent enjoyment in 

play was characteristic in some ways of Terr's (1991) posttraumatic play. In later 

sessions, Annie's repetitive play behaviour continued to rdect s ida r  themes noted 

during her psychological essessrnent and early play therapy sessions - preoccupation with 

sexualized relationships, alternathg good and poor care of children, confusion and 

conflict around intimacy7 and children in foster care - without apparent resolution. At 

tirnes during play, Annie would becorne so caught up in what she was doing that she 

would seem to forget my presence, hntically and intensely supplying the dialogue for ail 

characters involved in a scene. 

In summary, Annie's behaviow was suggestive of an ccaggressive attachent 

disorder" (Zeanah et al., 1 993) in which a chiid views the behaviour of others as 

matevolent based on experiences of hostile and rejecting behaviour ftom past caregivers. 

Delaney (199 1) refers to these children as having a 'hegative world view" and notes that 

their behaviour tends to elicit abusive and rejecthg behaviour fkom caregivers, wbich in 

tum confirms their view. 



Cod Setting 

The initial goal for treatment then was formuiated as: 

1) Deveiop a rdationship nith Annie thrt is bwcd on trust in order to 

facilitate the other goals. 

Other specific goals for treatment wae provided by the Child Protection Centre's 

psychologist who assesseci and referred Annie for long temi therapy (i-e., a year or 

longer): 

2) Assist Amie to work through violent and rggrcssivt themu in ordtr  to 

determine their possible origins i i id dinid signficanct, and to enable 

intavcntiors by the therapbt a i m d  i t  diffusing confiicts that may bt 

suggtsttd by her pnoccupation with such thtmcs. Ah, support Anaie 

in derling with her fd ings about the many potenth& confusing cvtnb 

and changes that have occurred in hcr life induding ber placement in 

foster can and the eircumstancu surrounding this nced for placement. 

nie purpose of this goal was to provide an oppominity for Amie for 

exnotional release, adjustment to trauma, developing insight, and developing 

mastery over her environment (Schaefer, 1993, pp. 6- 1 1). 

3) Assist AnoK to appraise more ruiisticlilly her  fcdings about others and 

to d d  with these feeüng in a h d t h y  manaer. The purpose of this goal 

was to provide an opportunity for developing understanding through better 

wmmunication with others and for practicing and quiring new behaviours 

that would strengthen seK-esteern anci attachent ôehaviour. 
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4) Tcwh Annie more i p p m p ~ t t  wiys of interacting with o t h m  socMy. 

The purpose of this goal was to provide Annie with the opportunity for 

growth and development, socialkation, the devdopment of empathy and 

learning to f e l  close to others. 

The foiiowing treatment goal was added afker medng Amie and her foster 

parents: 

5) Support tbe f e  parent's p u c i h g  &arts by assbtiag thern to 

undentand both the play thenpy process and the psychologicai 

dynlmics bebind Annie's bebiviour. The purpose of this goal was to 

rninimiEe the likelihood of unhealthy caregiver dynamics developing in 

Amie's foster home that would replicate her eariier experiences of abuse and 

neglect. 

Theratmitic Interventions and Outcornes 

The following is a synopsis of the therapeutic intewentions and outcornes with Annie: 

1) Develop a trusthg dationship with Annie in order to be able to facilitate the 

other goals. 

In f o s t e ~ g  the development of a trusthg relationship with Annie, as with any 

child with an attachment disorder, wnsistency, reliability and patience were paramount. 

Therapist behaviour that promoted the fostering of a tnisting relationship included: 

Schedulurg play therapy appohtments at the same the in the same 

ptayroom every week. 



Sending car& to Annie at times when appointmetlfs were canceiied to let 

her know I was thinking about ber. 

Helping Amie to make her soup for ber lunch when she brought it with 

her. 

Responding to Annie's negative behaviour (e.g., bossiness, anger, 

impatience, occasional Iiitting, temper tantrums) calmly, consïstently, and 

non-pUNfiveiy. 

T e h g  Annie that 1 liked spending time with her regardless of her 

be haviour. 

T e b g  Annie that there was no behavbur she coufd show me that would 

rnake me not want to see her again 

Givhg Annie stickers every week regardless of her behaviour. 

Respecthg Annie's W s  in taking about painful subjects. 

Giving Annie presents on special occasions that were chosen for her with 

her own personal tastes in mind. 

The development of mist with Amie was and continues to be a slow process. 

Annie was extremely careM in sharing her vulwrable feelings and finquentiy seemed to 

be atternpting to provoke rejecting behaviour by acting rudely, def idy  or dismîssively. 

My attempts to offer support and nurhirance (e-g., kind words cookies and juice, 

expression of positive feehgs about her) were usuaüy rejected or ignored. Themes of 

play in which adults were initidy nice to children then behaved unkùidly towards them, 

laughing at and grounding them, suggested to me that Annie perceived my overtures as 

"tricks". 
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Without completely resolvhg trust issues, a hiniiag point, nevertheles, occurreâ 

during our 16& session huing our previous session, Amie had a ternper tantnim in 

which she repeatedly told me 1 was mean and that she hated me. This occurred in the 

wntext of her not wanting to finish her activity and leave the playroom at the end of our 

thne together. She had altemately yelied that she was never leavhg the playroom and 

that she was never coming back She left the playroom with her anger uaresolved. 

At the be@mbg ofour 16& session, Anaie appeared unwially quiet and reported 

that her tummy was upset. WC began to colour together at Annie's initiative at which 

point 1 suggested we shg a song. Annie initially resisted but then agreed to listen 1 sang 

You Are My Sunshine. Annie irnmediately asked me to sing the song again. She 

continued to have me sing the song ova and over again for the remainder of our t h e  

together, at times j o w g  in. Duriag our singing, she reported that her nichame was 

"Sunshuie". This was conîjrmed at a later date by a letter she received fiom her mother. 

At the end of our session, she said, 'You've made rny tummy feel bettef'- In subsequent 

sessions, You Are Mv Suashine became a way of soothing Annie when she was having a 

bad day, re-coanecting and signalling that everything was "okay" d e r  she had a tant- 

or simply a way of enjoying ourselves together during a shared activity. 

Another opportunity for the development of trust occurred during washroom 

breaks. While Annie used the toilet, 1 told her 1 would remain outside by the sink 

adjusting the temperature of the water for her to wash her hands aftenvards. Annie 

accepted my nurturing behaviour with giggles and directions for adding more hot or more 

cold water and then choosing which papa towels she was gohg to use to dry her hands. 

Sometimes, she enjoyed having me put lotion on her hands aftemards. 
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2) Assist Annie to work thmugh vidcnt and iggricssive themu in order to 

determine thtir possible ongins and ciinicrl s i g i i T i i c t ,  and to tnabit 

interventions by the theirpist iimed at dinusing conflkts that miy be suggestcd 

by her prtoccupation with sucb themes. Also, support Annie in d d n g  with her 

feding about the many potentiiltg confusing events and cbiiiga chat have 

o c c u d  in her liFc induding ber piactmtnt in fater art and the cireumstanca 

surromding this netâ for phcemen$. 

Annie's play was rich in rnetaphoricai themes. Throughout our play therapy 

sessions, starting with our first one, she usexi dolls, the doilhouse, the d e  and the jail to 

enact scenes of children king lefi alone, daughters behg kept in jail or torture chambers 

away fiom their families, daughters not beiig able to find their way home, women and 

men kissing and having sex, boys and girls "open-mouth" kissing, women and men 

fighting and hurting each other, and babies beimg alternatively cared for and abused or 

neglected. Foster children were often incorporateci into her play as characters that were 

%ad", did not belong or were not wanted. 

During early play therapy sessions, my role as a therapist focused on relatiomhip 

building, discoverhg and understanding Annie's cancerns, and provîding a non- 

judgmental environment in which she wuld explore dïfjicult themes tiom her life 

expenences distanced fiom reality by the act of playing. hiriog this tirne, A d e  was able 

to tolerate Little direct discussion of her past chaotic home Life or curent issues she was 

experiencing in foster care and atternpts to elicit discussion on these subjects were met 

with anger, defiance or avoidance. My suggestions and attempts to provide new options 



or solutions to Annie's paianil play themes, initiated only &er several moahs of 

sessions, were met with similar resistance- 

During our fifth session, Amie initiated pretend play in which she was the mother 

and 1 was the daughter. This mother-daughter game continued intermittently throughout 

our sessions, becoming a focus for Annie during stressful thes  in her We (e-g., visits with 

her birth mother, when visits with her birth mother were terminated, Christmas, just prior 

to her move to another foster home). An i m ~ o u s  statement of C?)aughter!" usually 

heralded the beginning of each game in which Annie as the mother aiternateci between 

benevolent and unkiad behaviour towards me as the daughter. 

The mother's benevolent behaviour in this pretend play generally took the fonn of 

practical caregiving behaviour such as malong a meal for the child (alkit, food the child 

did not me at times) or buying the child a toy at the store. Unkind behaviour was 

predomlliant with the mother fiequently ignoring the child, ridiculing her, leaMng the 

child alone or with abusive caregivers, threatening to leave her with babysitters, taking 

the side of a visiting niend who had hurt the child's feüngs, sending the child to jail, 

punishg the child with groundings, verbal abuse, t h g  toys away, and hitting (kits 

had to be set around pretend play in this regard). 

One of the noticeable themes in Annie's de r -daughte r  play was her a n m  

demand for the daughter to respond to confiising and conflicting directives. For example, 

she would fkquently tell the daughter to do something (e-g., wash the dishes) then 

angrily tell ber not to, only to becorne men angrier when the daughter stopped washing 

up. On other occasions, she would teli the daughter to take money fiom her purse to go 

shopping but then accuse the daughter of stealing, order her to wash up without using 
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water or change her mind severai times about allowing the daughter to play or leave her 

room. 

On the occasions that Annie made impossible decnands of the daughter, she also 

fiequently became ôossy, angry and impatient with me outside the realm of pretend play. 

These occasions seemed to coincide with the days she also had visits with her mother 

before coming for play therapy. Amie would become outraged with me for alrnost any 

reason such as look@ at her, not looking at heq not sayiog an- tallcing too much, 

wpying her, asking her to repeat something I had not understood, not drawing a picture 

the way she wanted me to, or standing on the flwr d e r  she had told me 1 was not to 

have my feet on the floor. My expressions of coafiision only seemed to exacerbate her 

anger. 

Distraction, sincere attempts to phse  her and using humour eveatually emerged 

as effective ways of dealing with Amie under these circumstances. For example, 

suggesting another activity, remaining quiet and moving to another corner of the room or 

changhg the topic of conversation sometimes halted her tirades. The second thne that 

she demanded 1 not stand or sit on the floor, 1 stood on my head. When she decreed that 

this was unacceptable, 1 flapped my amis and pretended to fly which eventually made her 

laugh- 

During a number of subsequent play sessions, Amie laughhgly made reference to 

my attempts at flying. Her unreasonable demands and tirades decreased sigaificantly after 

this point until Amie was moveâ to another foster home. During her first session after 

the rnove, Annie became angry because 1 was not tracing her properly on a big piece of 

paper as she requested. Her behaviour escalated but was thwarted by distraction. Mer 



assuring her that 1 was not angry with ha ,  she was, in wntrast to previous episodes, able 

to discuss what happemd and how other people reacted to ber when she became angry 

(Le., sent her to her room). 

As the daughter during pretend play, 1 increasingly starteci to express the many 

mixed feelings a child would experience in the situtions Annie had us enact: anger, 

sadness, fear, guilt, confusion, rejection, hope, sewblame, gratitude, relief and fhstration 

Lnitiaîiy Annie was iinnhle to tolerate miich expression of these feelings d would tell me 

angrily to be quiet or shut up. As Annie's tolerance increased, she was able to prompt 

me at times in what feelings 1 should express. 

After approximately eight months of play therapy, Annie's toletance had 

increased substantially dowiog her to listen to virtuaüy ali of the feelings 1 expressed as 

the daughter and, occasionelly, to respond to them in a nurturing or otherwise positive 

rnanner. For example, on one occasion, she sent the daughter to jail for being bad and 

refùsed to visit her. When 1 expressed feeling lonely for my mother, wondering what 1 

had done to rnake her not Msit me and wishing I could see her, she said soothiagiy and in 

marked contrast to her previous harsh tone, ' T U  corne to visit you one day". On another 

occasion when the daughter had been banished and the mother rehsed to visit her, I 

expressed the worry that my mother did not love me. 1 added, pouting, that if my mother 

did not love me then perhaps 1 would forget about her. Annie hastily told the daughter 

that she loved her. On yet another occasion when 1 expressed negative feelings about 

being told what to do (as the child), she said gently, 'Tm not beimg mean - 1 just want 

you to do this7'. 
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Annie became angry during arfy play therapy sessions $1 attempted to talk to 

her outside our pretend roles and often nfiised to respond to questions about 

circumsfances in her own Life that paralleled her pretend play. As with her abirlity to 

tolerate my expression of feelings within the conte- of pretend play, Annie was graddy 

more able to tolerate exploration of her past and presem circunstances without the use of 

metaphor. 

1 found that the most & i v e  ways to elicit responses fiom Amie were to ask 

questions in a whispered voice usudy whiie piaying and just pnor to the end of the play 

session. In this manner, Annie was able to t a  briefly about her mother's boyfiiend 

killing her cat; hurting her, her siblings, and her mother, her mother y e h g  at her and 

making her "pee on the ~a~pet''; her mother trying to kdl her, and trying hard not to get 

grounded in her foster home. She was also able to express how conttsed she felt about 

not being able to see her birth mother, moving to a foster home, and then moving to 

another foster home. 

3) Assist Annie to appnWt more rubticdly her fdings about others and to d d  

witb thest falings in a hultby manntr. 

Interventions for this goal were sunilar to the exp10ration of m*aphorical play 

used to achieve the second goal. During doll play and pretend play of mother-daughter, 1 

consistently expressed a wide range of feelings about diffèrent people (e-g., mother, 

foster mother, other children) as a means of acknowledging the possibility of holding 

more than one fédiag (often conflictiag) about a pason at the same time. Wbile initially 

resistant, Amie was eventuaüy abie to join ia and prompt me in the expression of these 

feelings. 



Annie seemed to have particular difFicuity dealing with her feelings about her b i i  

mother and foster mother attri'buting to them at different t h e s  either totaüy positive or 

totally negative traits. For example, at tima, Amie would descni her birth mother as 

someone who was nice and who cared for her. She would express longing to be with her 

at these times. On other occasions, she would descrii her birth mother as bad or mean. 

Annie also spoke about her foster mother in these extreme tenns. 

The primary intervention for assistiag Anaie to accept conflicting feeliags about 

her birth mother was to accept ber need to talk or not to tak about ber at times. This 

included gently suggesting that some of her amïous or negative behaviour rnay be 

cornecteci to her thinkllig about her mother at certain times, accepting this behaviour but 

also making suggestions for expressing her feelings more appropriately. 

For example, dwing the weeks foliowing A ~ i e ' s  good-bye visit with her birth 

mother after Child and Family Services obtained permanent guardianship of her, Annie's 

difficult behaviour escalated and her tolerance for direct talk about her birth mother 

decreased. During our 22.d session, the second session after she had her good-bye visit, 

Annie continued to avoid discussion of her birth mother or the visit and expressed anger 

towards me when 1 attempted to introduce the topic. 

Her barely metaphoncal play of mother-daughter was intense with the mother 

giving negative messages to the daughter that she was not her mother and banishing her 

daughter nom home for k g  an "idiot". As the play session wound dowu, Amie 

suddenly grabbed a toy telephone and started a long process of calliag ber birth mother 

only to learn she was not home. Whm she was eventualiy able to speak to her, she wuld 

be heard promising to be good and begging to be allowed to come home. 
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1 gently reflected badr to Amie that she was thinking about and misshg ha birth 

mother. She let me talk without interrupting about her birth mother havhg aâult 

problems that stopped her Eom king able to look after her. Annie then quietly let me 

help her put her tights back on that she had taken offat the beginniag of our session. We 

spent subsequent sessions writing letters to her birth mother and drawing hex pictures 

wMe processsing her b ' i  mother's inabiîity to look after her. 

4) Teach Annie more appropriate ways of iatcireting witb o tbux  

For this goal, 1 demonstrated as the child during pretend play and doil play, 

d'ierent ways of interacting with others in a way that was both acceptable and met my 

own needs. For example, in pretend play as a child with other chiidren, 1 expresseci both 

positive (e.g., liking them, wanting to play with them, thinking they were fh) and 

negative feelings (e-g., not W g  them, not wanting to play with them, wondering why 

they were being mean to me) about the other children dependent on their behaviour and 

my feelings. I then acted accordingly and processed the rnanner in which the other 

children responded to me (e.g., '7 guess she didn't like me telling her what to do ail the 

timey', 'T guess she thought 1 was tattling on hep). On one occasion, duhg  our 3 1. 

session, Annie tolerated listening to Berenstain and Berenstain's (1 987) The Berenstain 

Bears and the Trouble with Friends about a bossy six-year-old girl. In previous sessions, 

Annie had refùsed to read any books or have me read any books to her. 

5) Support the foster parents's pannting efforts by usirting them to undentand 

both the play thtmpy process and the psychologicai dyiiamirr bchind Annie's 

btbaviour. 
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Annie's foster parents iaitislly presented as somewhat measy about Annie 

participating in play therapy, expressing more doubts about its bewnt to Amie as the 

process progressed. It was my seose that attempts to engage them in the pro- through 

support and validation, feedback about play therapy sessions, behavioural management 

suggestions, and education about the play therapy process and Linnie's issues were 

unsuccessfbl in helping them to develop an understanding of the role of play therapy and 

her foster child's ne&- 

When support and education around Amie's d s  proved ineffectve, advocacy 

for a foster placement that would better meet Amie's special needs becme part of the 

play therapy process. Amie was moved to a new foster home two years after ber initial 

placement in care and 13 months after she starteci play therapy. 

Evaluation 

Due to the nature of Annie's ~ c u l t i e s Y  she was referred for long-term play 

therapy, that is, for a duration of a year or longer. Play therapy with Annie wntuiued 

past the end of the practicum process and therefore post-intervention measures were not 

completed at the time of writing. 

Annie's foster parents had expressed reluctance at the beginning of the treatment 

process to complete a CBCL and a PSI, stating that they had already done so for Annie's 

previous psychological assessment. They did eventually agree, however, to complete a 

CBCL at the beginnhg of treatment and for mid-intervention comparative purposes ten 

months into the course of treatment- 

1 was able to obtain a copy of the PSI results fiom the assessing psychologist. 

Unfiortunately, little could be extrapolated fkom the information provided as Annie's 



Table 3 

Summarv of CBCL T-Seores for Annie (Parent &mm 

Parent Report Re-Intervention Pmt-Intervention 

Total T-Score 78* 77' 

Withdrawn 

Somatic Cornplaints 

AnxiousiDeprcssed 

Social Problems 

Tbought Problems 

Attention Problems 

Delinquent Behaviour 

Aggressivt Bchaviour 

Note. Subscale T-Scores below 70 refiect behaviours within the normal range. 

Total T-Scores, InternaiiPng and Externaiizing T-Scores below 64 are within normal 

range. 

*Scores within the clùiicai range. 



foster parents had Weû to respond to more than one third of the questionsllS In 

retrospect, 1 perhaps should have insisted that they wmplete d e r  PSI but givea my 

eagerness to forge a working alliance witb then 1 did not- 

In terms of the CBCL, no siBnificant changes were reported within the ten rnonths 

Annie participated in play therapy (see Table 3). Overall, Internaking, and Externaliziag 

T-Scores pre-intemention and mid-intervention all feu withia the clinical range. Both 

subscaie scores for the Ectenmbhg Behavours m e  @elinqum and Aggressive 

Behaviour) feu within the clinid range at pre- and mid-intervention as did subscale 

scores for the InternalVing Behaviom measure (Social Problems, Thought Problems, 

Attention Problems). However, several subscale scores for the Intemalking Behaviours 

measure (Withdrawn, Somatic Complaints, Anxious/Depressed) fell within a non-clinid 

range pre-intervention. WMe the s u b d e  scores of Withdrawn and Somatic Complaints 

remained within non-clinical range, the subscale score for Amaous/Depressed increased 

to within a borderline clinid range. 

Because Annie started play therapy during the sumer, her teacher was not asked 

to complete pre-intervention test measures. Nevertheless, 1 had contact with her on a 

number of different occasions once the school year began. Imerestingly, infionnation she 

provided about Annie contrasied signincantly with the foster parents' descriptions of her. 

For example, the foster parents reported that Annie had no niends because nobody (i-e., 

children and adults) liked her. In wntrast, M e ' s  teacher endorsed 'Wot True At AU" 

on a behavioural checklist used for comparative purposes for the followhg items: 

"Appears to be unaccepted by group", '1s one of the last to be picked for teams or 

games", and 'Has no fiiends". She also expressed warm feehgs for Annie and let me 



know tbat the vice-principal in the school aod h a  hwband were interesteci in adopting 

her. 

Annie's foster parents also reported that Annie was extrernely disruptive in the 

classroom. In contrast, Annie's teacher itidicated that Annie could be ''Ioud'' and difficult 

to manage at times but that she was not nearly as difllcult to manage as another very 

troubled child in the classroom She felt the interaction between Annie and the other 

chiid was problematic, notichg a signifiant decrease in Annie's problermtic behaviour 

&er this child moved to another school, &mie's teacher also aoted that her behaviour 

tended to be more ditncult afta she had spent thne in a respite home or attended a play 

therapy appointment. She added that Amie fbquently spent time in respite homes. She 

also reported that Annie's reading skills were signincantly delayed and that she did not 

seem to receive assistance in her foster home. 

These bdings did not surprise me. Annie's foster parnits continued to describe 

Annie's behaviour in extremely negative ternis at the tirne of the mid-intervention 

measurernent. Their descriptions continued to suggest that they had developed no insight 

into the child's behaviour and that they had, in fact, developed an angry7 blaming and 

punitive attitude towards her. Their rigid, behaviour-focused parenting style clashed 

sharply with Annie's need for control resuiting in ugly power struggles and rejecting 

behaviour by the foster parents- 

It was my impression that Annie's behaviour during play therapy demonstrateci a 

slowly growing trust in the therapeutic relationship. Her school environment also 

appeared to be positive for her. Unfortuaateely7 I believe that such a smali chink in the 

=or of a heavily defendeci, attachent-disorderd child was not sufncient to accomplish 
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major therapeutic change while she remained in an emotionally abusive, rejecting home 

environment. It will be interesting to see how Amie's treatment progresses now that she 

has moved to a new foster home with two aduits who have presented w d y  and 

positively towards h a ,  and to the play therapy processi, upon prelimlliary contact. 
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THEMES: IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINiCAL, INTERVENTION 

Throughout the p&cum process, general themes emerged which have 

implications for clinical intervention with children who have been abused or neglectd. 

The Therapeutic Relationship 

In reviewing the play therapy literatwe at the stan of this practicum process fkom 

Axhe  (1947,1964) to Zeanah a al. (1993), it became apparent that vimially ail 

chicians and researchers believe that the reIationship between therapist and child is the 

foundation ofa successfiil thmapeutic process with any population. One of my leamhg 

objectives in developiag my abilîty to provide play therapy for maltreated children was to 

leam how to build on this foundation to facilitate the heaüng process and &ect change. 

While additional therapeutic work can most definitely be accomplished after the 

establishment of a positive therapeutic relationship, 1 r&e now that the buiidiag of such 

a relationship in and of itselfconstitutes a major therapeutic intewention. 

Developing a therapeutic relationship with children who have been abused or 

neglected is chailengïng given their l m e d  understanding that relationships result in 

psychologid and physical pain. Due to their experienccs of inconsistent, unavailable 

and, at thes ,  hurtfiil caregivers in the past, they are likely to have an impainnent of theu 

attachent systems characterired by negative interna1 working rnodels (Bowlby, 1982), a 

negative worldview (Delaney, 1 Wl), and, in tum, maladaptive behaviour patterns. 

The establishment of a positive therapeutic relationship with such a child 

accomplishes a significant therapeutic task in that the child is given the opportunity to 

experience a positive relationship that provides a contrast, and thus, an exception, to her 
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or his negative expectatioas. This is the fht step in changing the chiid's internai worlàog 

models and negative worldview. 

In this context, the therapeutic relatioaship can be used to examine the intemal 

working models and expectations that the chiid brings to the relatioaship. Later, using 

the relationship as a secure base, the chiid can be helped to explore the painîùl aspects of 

past and present relationships and to mod@ internai working models that are not 

accurate. This, in turq r d t s  in a healthier working mode1 of relationships with 0th- 

making the chiid's maladaptive behaviours obsolete. 

The establishment of a positive relationship was a signifiant part of my work 

with Annie, a child demonstrating signs of an aggressive attachent disorder. Annie, 1 

believe, used the therapeutic relationship, which is, accordhg to Cattanach (1992) 

representative of Wumiwtt's transitional space (1975), to move back and forth dong the 

developmental continuum as she strove for healthy individuation and separation fiom a 

non-abusive and non-punitive adult. 

In a similar manner as toddlers exploring the world using their caregivers as a 

secure base, Annie was able to 'iry on'' different behavioun with the therapeutic 

relationship as a d e t y  net. For exarnple, at tirnes, she was bossy, dismissive, verbally 

abusive and physically aggressive. At other times, she was giddy and siiiy. On a number 

of occasions, she appeared to be acting provocatvely (e-g., wanting to wear her dress off 

her shoulders, sitting and Iying down in ways that revealed her undewear, coming out of 

the washroom cubicle with no clothes on, making sexual noises during doii play). 

During our 18' play therapy session, following a previous session in which she 

had expressed a great deal of anger towards me, Annie climbed onto my lep, remained 
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there for about 20 minutes gigghg and happiiy eatmg a Haiioween cookie 1 had made for 

her. At times, she laughed aad threw herseifbackwards necessitating me having to grab 

her and ensure she did not f d  - a chiid's simpiistic way of discoverhg if the adult she 

was with was mistworthyy A signincant part ofthe therapeutic procesq then, invoived 

accepting aU of Annie's behaviours in a calm, non-punitive, non-exploitive marner and, at 

times, c ~ m n e n ~ g  on them and initiating exploration oftheir meaning and context 

-out judgement_ 

The contniution of a positive therapeutic relationship to c b a o ~ g  a child's 

interna1 worLUig models, negative worldview and evaituaily7 maladaptive behaviours may 

be simple and straightforward. For example, a positive contn'bution iocluded focusing 

attention on kmy,  previously ''uaseen" in a negiectfiil home environment, by t e h g  bim, 

'Tm watching you!" and suggestïng he show me how high he could throw a baü before 

he needed to elicit my attention in more negative ways. For this same reason, Lenny dso 

benefited fiom p l a m  nurturing physical contact initiated by the therapist or in response 

to playfiil ovemires fiom Lemy, thus precluding the necessity of acting-out behaviour. 

Another example involveci play therapy with seven-year-old Curtis, who had not 

had contact with his mother for five months pnor to the start of play therapy. He became 

anxious and conftsed when his mother recomected with him two months into his course 

of treatrnent and initiated a long, drawn-out court process to regain guardianship of him. 

The therapeutic relationship provided respite for Curtis from the behavioural expectations 

and pressures of both his foster home and mother's home during this thne especiaüy 

given his belief bat he needed to be CCgOOd>' in order to retum to his mother's Gare. 



While both sets of parents aicouraged Curtis to use our time together to talk 

about how he felt, 1 gave him the message tbat 1 wouid be available to listen to bim 

whenever he felt ready to t a k  1 let him know of my experiences with other cbildren in 

foster care with mixed feelings and divideci loyalties. Although unable to put his own 

feelings into words, Curtis indiceted with relief identification with these other children's 

feelings. Limited exploration and processing of Curtis' faluigs began to tlke place in 

later play therapy sessions. 

For all of Annie's ho-, Lmny's detachment and Curtïs' avoidance of issues, it 

was 1 1-year-old Tracy with whom 1 found it the most düficult to develop a meanin@ 

therapeutic relationship. As therapy progresseci, 1 sensed tbat Tracy became incregsiI1gly 

more cornfortable with me but 1 did not sense a deepening of the relationship. 1 

attrïbuted this to her constricteci range of emotional affect - subdued smiles and giggle~, 

mild embarrassment, tempered enjoyment, apparent boredom - making her rnamer of 

relating seem somewhat distant and superficial. 

Tracy was not a difficult child with whom to work but sbe was a ditncult child 

with whom to engage effectively. In contrast to the o tha  children, she easily accepted 

guidance and direction during our sessions. She generally asked at the beginning of each 

session what activity 1 had planneci. Tracy was pleasant and cooperative at all times. She 

seemed to enjoy arts and crafts activities, doil play and play with the dollhouse. She also 

readily engaged in therapeutic games such as 'The Angry Monster Machine", "The 

T a h g ,  Feeling, Doing Game", "Up and Down with Feelings7', "My Homes and Other 

Places", and a storytelhg game calleâ "Once Upon a Tirne". These games are designed 

to facilitate the creation of stories and other fan- material of therapeutic value and to 
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engage chüdreu in psychotherapeutic dialogue (Gardmr, 1983, pp. 259-260). Gardner 

(1983) provides guideüws for theropists who must take tums with the chüd answering 

the games' questions. Specifidy, he writes that, 'Each response is tailoreci to the 

particular needs ofthe child (Gardner, 1983, p. 263). With Tracey, 1 was able to respond 

to questions in a matmer that fàcilitated discussion about family of origin issues, violence, 

alcohol use, relationships with otha chiidren, school and ~~esteern.  

W e  a -  times she avoided answering questions about her past and present 

experiences by stating, 'l don't how" or that she did not remember, more often than 

not, she supplieci reasonably fiill responses to my questions and comments. At times, she 

allowed for Linited cognitive exploration of fedings. On occasion, she talked about 

feeling angry but without affect. Specificaily regardhg exploration of her "anger style" 

(Potter-Efron & Potter-Efion, 1995), her responses on behaviour checklists and during 

discussion suggested tbat she had an avoidant maLlller of deabg with these feelings. At 

times, the hidden intensity of her fediags was revealed by cornments made during play. 

For example, on one occasion, she pointed to a csyïng doii's face and stated that the 

mother must have told her she did not like her and that she was bad. 

In swimary, Tracy appeared to be going through the motions of therapy but 

without a more developed therapeutic relationship, 1 questioned her ability to benefit 

£hm it. In coming to view the development of a positive therapeutic relationship as a 

major therapeutic task in and of itself, 1 womed that no signincant shift wuld occur in 

Tracy's internai working models and negative worldview. 

As a novice therapist, 1 found myselftom between the idea of trying to re- 

establish contact for Tracy with her repressed feeüngs (Steinhauer, 1991) and respecthg 



her defenses. 1 womed, too, that 1 may have been colluding with h a  avoidana of 

feelings in an attempt to protect my own feelings (Steinhauer, 1991). Because of the 

relatively short-tem nature of this intavention, 1 chose the laner course, concludiog that 

"feelings" work of the intensity hïnted at by Tracy's history and need to repress, would 

likely nquire exteasive, long-tem, sküled intervention and therapeutic, supportive 

parenting unavailable nom her m e n t  caregivers. 

One of my leaming objectives for this pracîicum was to becorne comptent in 

o f f e ~ g  support and education to caregivers of children engaged in play therapy while 

still respecting the therapeutic relatiomhip with the child. 1 found this to be one of my 

more chaiienging objectives. Guemey (1983) notes that "A child should be guaranteed 

that what goes on (in the playroorn) wiU not be communicated by the therapist to anyone 

else" (p. 46). Guidelines regdating therapists' professional conduct (CASW, 1994) also 

underscore the importance of a client's right to codidentiality. 

However, having worked in a variety of roles within the child weIfare system, 1 

am very aware of the importance of understanding and cooperation among people 

involved with a child. When working with children, communication with caregivers is 

uniaily an essential part of the treatment plan. Caregivers need to develop an 

understandhg of their children's feelings and behaviours and learn to respond in an 

appropnate manner. In my experience, 1 ofken found parents, foster parents and child 

welfare workers fhstrated by a therapist's reluctance to share idonnation about a child's 

play therapy sessions. 

Fiding a balance in tems of what and how much information to share with 

caregivers is a difFicult but important ta& It is imperative to respect the child's privacy 



yet at the same t h e  provide suffiCient information for the child's caregivers to respond to 

the child's needs appropriately. Generally speaking, 1 discovend during the pfacticum 

process that confidentiality tends to be less ofan issue with younger children, Peny 

noted that pre-school children are used to bang d i d  by the adults in theu Iife 

and therefore do not have a generai expectation of confidentiaüty (L. A Perry' persona1 

communication, 1998). For example, in contrast to a need for privacy and 

confidentiality, Lenny fkequently left the playroom to share toys and activities with his 

aunt in the waiting area- 

Despite this, an issue regarding confidentiality did arise in Lenny's treatment. On 

the second occasion that Lemy drank from a baby bottie, 1 mentioned it to his aunt in his 

presence who reponed that he tried to do so at home sometimes aiso which she 

diswuraged. The following session, Lenny made a point of not drinkhg from the bottle. 

1 suspected in this instance, that Lemy's aunt had discouraged him fiom using a bottie 

during play sessions. While in retrospect, 1 feel that 1 should not have shared this 

information with Lenny's aunt, it became a learning opportunity to discuss with her 

sibling rivalry, children's need for nurturance and regression when under stress. Lemy's 

aunt responded in a more supportive manner to a later incident of him druilong from a 

b o t t i ~  better enabling him, 1 t h e  to give it up in a positive mariner. 

School-aged children and adolescents, in contrast, need to know specifidy what 

infionnation will or will not be shared with their caregivers. Trust, saféty and control 

issues fiequently exacerbate maltreated children's anxiety about confidentiality. Curtis' 

foaer parents, for example, reported that when they or his foster brothers asked what he 

did in play therapy, he always replied that it was "private". Fortunately, as skilled, 
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professional foster parents, they were respcctnil of Curtis' need for privacy and needed 

only minimal direction in parenthg issues. In retrospect, howwer, because of my well- 

intentioned goal offorging a working alliance with the foster parents and involviog them 

in treatment, 1 think 1 may have shared too much information about the play therapy 

sessions with them 

The foster parents of eleven-year-old Tracy were wann and nurturing people but 

less therapeuticaiiy orieiited They needed some guidance in responding to Tracy's 

feelings about her fkmily of ongin. For example, the foster mother questioned why Tracy 

became angry with them instead of her birth mother when she failed to show up for visits. 

They willingly ïncorporated information 1 provided on this issue into their parenthg 

without expecting explicit details about the contents of our play therapy sessions. 

In summary, the development of a positive therapeutic relationship is not ody the 

foundation for conductiag effective play therapy with children, it is also a signifiant 

therapeutic task in and of itself. This is especially true when workuig with children who 

have difliculty vusting aduits due to previous experiences of abusive or n e g l d  

caregiving. While working collaboratively with parents, aiternate caregivers and other 

members of the child's treatment team is Unportant, play therapists need to protect the 

integrity of the therapist-client relationship by respecting the confidentid nature of play 

therapy sessions. 

Tramference 

Brems (1993) provides a fùnctional definition of tnuisference in that it can 

accommodate various theoretical hnewoorks- She writes: 



T d e r e n e  refers to the fact that there are aspects of the 

child-thrapist relationship that are catalyzed by the therapist's 

overt and intentional behaviour and less si, by her or his covert 

or unintentional personality style, and that reflect or express a 

child's unique feelingsy needs, and desires, as they were 

formeci through the child's interpersonal environment up to 

this time in her or bis Wee (p. 234) 

Issues of transference were readily apparent throughout the practicum process 

and were very helpfùl in terms of the assessrnent process and discoverhg appropriate 

points for intervention. AnnieYs way of relating to me, for example, suggested that she 

viewed the world as 'less available and more threatening or hostile than children with 

secure attaci~ments'~ (Benedict & Mongoven, 1997) due to neglectful and abusive 

parenting in the past and rigid and punitive parenting in her foster home. Certainly 1 

question if  traderence issues were exaggerated because her mother, foster mother and 1 

were ali similar-aged fernales. Amie's generaüy bossy, controllhg behaviour, and oAen 

angry and aggressive behaviour, suggested that she had corne to expect her caregivers to 

let her down or act negatively towards her. Because of this, she viewed even benign or 

unintentional mishaps as aggressive. 

Annie would becorne enrageci et tirnes if! looked at her in a way she did not like 

("'Quit staring at me!"), talked to her about seemiagly neutral topics such as how her day 

had been C'Shut up!" 'Tm not talking to you!" 'Tm not listening!"), or penomied a task 

in a way she did not like. On one occasion, she yelied, 'You're mean!" when 1 failed to 

draw shoes on a picture of a woman in the way she wmted me to. On another occasion, 
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she insisted that 1 had spilled paint on her pants when 1 had not. My own fedings of 

surprise, confusion, anger, fear and hstration elicited at times by Annie's outbursts 

afforded me insight imo her chaotic and emotionally disorganized worid. However, 1 

believe, transference issues also bampaed the development ofa  positive thenipeutic 

relationship, slowing d o m  the potential shüt in Amie's ianer workhg mdels  and 

negative worldview, and subsequently, slowing d o m  her abüity to address maladaptive 

behaviours. 

Transference issues were also apparent with Curtis who initiaiiy, 1 believe, felt a 

need to be "good" and not disappoint me as he felt he had disappointeci his mother. This, 

from Curtis' perspective, had resulted in his mother abandoning him. During early play 

therapy sessions, Curtis was unfailingly poiite, cheerfùi and cooperative. On several 

occasions, he made up a game in which characters were required to be good. If they 

failed to be good, Curtis would burst a baiioon that he referred to as "the baiioon of 

death" as a means of punishrnent. 

During Curtis7 1 7' play therapy session, he took a Beanie Baby fiom the 

playroom without permission, telling bis foster parents that I had given it to him. The 

foster parents later called me to ver* this as Curtis had produceci the Beanie Baby long 

after he and his foster famiy had already left the play therapy session. When Curtis 

retumed the following week in contrast to eagerly meeting me and heading straight for 

the playroom, he rernained seated and did not d e  eye contact with me. W1th some 

prompting fiom the foster mother, he flatly apologked and retumed the Beanie Baby- 

I interpreted C d s '  behaviour around tbis incident as revealuig several ciiffereut 

feelings, needs and desires. On one level, 1 believe that Curtis really k e d  the Beanie 
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Baby and had, on impulse, taken it home with him 1 thought it was interesting, however, 

that &en his gaierai prroccupatioa witb toys associateci with aggressive play. he chose 

to take a soft stuffed animal. This seemed to me a symbol of his n d  and desire for 

numirllig as well as perhaps feelings of attachent to me as his therapist. His behaviour 

upon bang found out conveyed felings of shame and fear of rejection. On this occasion, 

1 tried to reassure him that I was not angry and that there was nothing he could do that 

wouId make me not k e  him or want to see him. 

Eight weeks later, &er considerable deliberation, 1 gave Curtis a different Beanie 

Baby for Christmas - a dog whose purpose, according to his accompanying poem, was to 

protect and look &er bis owner. 1 deliberated about this decision, as 1 did not want to 

reinforce steaiing behaviour by rewarding it. However, 1 decided to address the 

underlying needs expressed by Curtis' actions on this occasion. 

Cum's was thrilled with his present and had me read the poem to him several 

times. During several later sessions, he brought the Beanie Baby with h i .  and 

demonstrateci how he groomed and bathed it. He noted happily how the dog enjoyed 

being with him and making sure he was okay. 

In this manner, he confirmeci for me my original hypothesis about the st&g 

behaviour. My non-punitive and numiring response aliowed bïm to realue that he could 

make mistakes (Le., behave badly sometimes) and stiN get bis needs met. Since that time, 

he has not (to my knowledge!) taken anytbing f?om the playroom without permission. 

Yet another Beanie Baby played a prominent role in subsequent play therapy sessions. 

This will be discussed in a later section. 



In summary, transfèreme issues may hinda the deveiopment of a positive 

therapeutic relationship. However, d e r a i c e  issues can also be helpiùl during both the 

assessment and treatment phases of play therapy, providing invaluable insight into a 

child's perception of his or her enviromnent and indicating appropriate points of 

intervention. Recognition of transference issues can also be helpful duriag the 

termination phase of therapy in attuning a therapist to sensitive issues of loss and grief for 

a child. Recognition of one's own countertransference issues is eq- important in 

avoiding b i a d  or inaccurate assessment of children's needs. 

Loyalty to Parents 

Children fiequently demonstrate strong feelings of loyalty towards their paremts, 

whether they live with them, Live with alternate caregivers or have nwer met their 

parents. Children's feelings about their parents - good and bad - need to be treated with 

respect and sensitivity- It can be especiaily ditocult for altemate caregivers to witness 

and understand children's loyalty towards parents who have harmed them, and their pain 

and subsequent acting out behaviour upon separation nom them. 

Steinhauer (1991) notes that what they fd to recognize is that childm's 

continueci identification with the birth parents results io their interpretation of criticism of 

them as an attack on themselves. He continues: 

Such criticism, especially when repeated, not only undermines 

the cbild's relationsbip with the foster parents but, by in teusmg 

her relationsbip with the natural parents, W e r  deflates her self- 

image by reidorcing her feeiing of being bad, immoral, or 

otherwise unworthy, like her parents. (p. 161) 



As Lee and Nisivoccia (1989) g d y  suggest to foster parents: 

If you are doing a proper job of parenting a foster chilci, the 

great bulk of bis needs is bang met by you. But he bas one 

need you cannot meet - he needs to be able to love his 

parents. This works out differedy at diilèrent ages, but the 

need is never absent. You hope bis need is met eventually by 

a wrresponding need of his parents to love him, and yoir do 

aii you can to foster and strengthen love between them (pp. 

6 1 -62) 

Mann and McDemott (1983) observe that early on in treatment, therapists, too, 

tend to overidentify with the cidd especiaily if there has been little or no contact with the 

parents. They M e r  note that therapists may struggie with anger and other negative 

feelings towards the parents for having mistreated the child as weli as feelings of 

hopelessness for not bang able to C'fïx" the situation adequately. 

Because 1 have worked with children and families for approlcimately 12 years and 

was aware of these issues, 1 did not think 1 would experience these feelings. 1 di4  

however, find myselfstniggling at points dong the way. At these times, reguiar 

supervision and case discussion with coUeagues was invaluable in dowing me to vent my 

feelings and cCrecognize the limitations of therapist involvement in the overall treatment of 

abused chiidren and their f'amilies" (Mann & McDemtt, 1983, p. 304). 

Being aware of these issues also helped me guide Lenny's amt and Tracy's foster 

parents in dealing with the feelings of their cbildren as weU as their own feelings about the 

children's birth parents. This part ofthe intervention process wÏth Lenny's aunt was 
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discussed previously. Tracy's foster parents reported thaî she rarely spoke h u t  her 

birth d e r  who fiequently did not show up for scheduled visits. Tracy's general 

response both at home and during play therapy sessions was to state that she did not care, 

that she did not think about her birth mother and to deny feeling hurt or an- by her 

birth mother's actions. 

I initially interpreted Tracy's behaviour as a defense strategy for avoiding dificult 

feelings of loss, anger and h m  However, as play therspy progressed and we conMued 

to talk about her W y ,  Tracy's affect was so wnsistently matter-of tàct that 1 began to 

question if this was the case at dl. Given that other family members primarily raised her, 

1 began to speculate that she perhaps did not have an aîtachment, healthy or otherwise, to 

her birth mother and exploreci the possibiiity of other attachwnt figures in her We. 

When discussing famüy of origin issues during play therapy sessions, Tracy 

eventually developed stronger affect when denying feelings about her birtb mother 

rnissing visits. This confinned my original hypothesis. 1 was then able to offer guidance 

to Tracy's foster parents again based on Fraiberg, Adelson, and Shapiro's (1980) Ghosts 

in the Nursery. Suggestions included taiking to Tracey about her f d y ,  letting her show 

her foster f d y  pictures of her birth family and not expressing their own anger at the 

birth mother on the occasions when she did not show up for a visit. 

An awareness of loyalty issues Ïn  children towards their parents was also 

beneficial in being able to advocate for Annie around contact with her mother aiier she 

was made a permanent ward of the agency. The original decision to termuürte contact 

was made without consulting me and, 1 suspect, partidy because of input fiom Amie's 

foster parents who repoited acting out behaviour d e r  visits, and fiom the support 
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worker who supeMsed the visits. Steinhauer (1991) notes that 'Yoster parents ofien 

vigorously oppose the continued involvement of naturai parents, claimiag that access to 

the natural famiy upsets the child and disrupts the foster fkmïiy, which must live with the 

child's response to the visit (p. 159). 

During visits- Annie was observeci to be highly punitive and controlling towards 

her birth mother. According to Steinhauer (l991), this behaviour is commonly observeci 

in children at age six who were categonzed as DioorgmhdDiiriented innints (Main 8 

Hesse, 1990). Chiidren's behaviour in this category can be linked to their responses to 

Wghtened or fiighteniog behaMour of their caregivers. Agency personnel and Annie's 

foster parents interpreted Annie's behaviour as disliling her mother and not wanting to 

see her. 

In my opinion, Annie's feeiings were coasiderably more complex than this as 

demonstrated by her metaphoncal play during play therapy sessions. As Provence (1987) 

notes, 'Many children are strongly attached to parents who abuse them, and even though 

they may show relief and begin to thrive when placed with adults who provide protection 

and better care, they may nonetheles feel the loss deeply and show separation anxiety" 

(p. 97). Because contact was terminated and long-term placement planning was 

uncertain, 1 did not advocate to have visits resumed immediately but instead advocated 

for Annie and her birth mother to be able to contact one another by letter, penduig 

permanency planning and M e r  assesment. 

In summary, children who have been abusecl or neglected fiequently exhibit 

overwhelming loyalty to those that hurt or neglected them sometimes at the expeIlSe of 

positive feelings about themseives or others that care about than. Simdtaneously 



identifjing with thek parents, they o h  view criticism of their parents as criticism of 

themselves. Loyslty to parents and firequently the subsequent ideaüzation of parents, is 

often an illustration of children attempting to protect themselves fiom the reality that 

people who were supposed to love and take care of them were unable to do so as 

demonstrateci either by acts of omission or commission It is important that chiidren's 

feelings about their parents, no matter wbat the bistory or quality of attachment, be 

respectai by play therapins and o h  members of their trentment teams- It has been my 

experience that therapists and other treatment team members need to recognùe and 

honour children's positive feelings about their parents More children may feel d e  

enough to enable them to address the more painfui aspects of the parent-child 

relationship. 

Emotionai Issues: Anger, Anxiety and Aggression 

Feelings of anger, anxiety, aggression, and separatiodoss have a complicated 

inter-relatedness and are frequently found in a population of rnaitreated children. They 

were most cenaioly present - not necessarily overtly - in one fom or another with ail of 

the chiidren 1 saw for play therapy during this practicum process. 

Bloom-Feshbach and Bloom-Feshbach (1987) descnbe anger as a "subjective 

aate of distance fkom others" in that 'Uie lack of closcness expenenced during anger is 

itself a separation experience" (p. 44). Thus they maintain that in addition to separation 

and loss evoking feelings of anger, 'the angry state h e l f  inuuisically involves additional 

feelings of loss (which produce more anger, implying more distance and hence more 

anger, and so on)" (p. 44). They continue: 



In this way an intense cycle of feelings ofseparation and anger 

builds to a climax of heightened rage that may be too 

threatening to be wnsciously experienced or expresseci, 

especidy when the scales tip in the direction of separation and 

los  rather than closeness and numinuice. Whai rage c a ~ o t  be 

expressed, it becornes hidden and transfonned, most ofien into 

depnssion and fiequently h m  depression hto anxiety or 

psychosomatic cornplaints . . - (p. 44) 

Steinhouer (199 1) writes that while ""disturbed and conflicteci family experiences 

both prior to and following separation contribute greatiy to the rage ro prominent in 

many (foster) children (who have been maitreated)", children's reaction to real or 

perceived abandonment can dso generate significant feelings of rage (p. 35). He notes 

that for chiidren 

who have difEcuity coatrolling their feelings, the cumulative 

rage, its expression blocked and distorted by the defences 

developeâ against it, may becorne dammed up, repressed, 

generalized, dffised., aad displad. This process stresses 

the developing personality, undennines and destroys potential 

relationships, and can dominate both mood and behaviour. 

Anger . . . can be intemaiized and turneci against the sels in 

which case it will contribute to the depression wmmonly 

seen in such children- (pp. 3 5-36) 
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Unfortunateiy7 it wouid semn h t  maltreated children's feelings of anxiety and 

anger evoked by üving in an d e  home environment, as weii as their sometimes 

aggressive behaviour, are not necewdy alleviateci by out-of-horne placements. They 

may, in fa* be exacerbateci by issues of separation and loss if they are not addressed. In 

my experience and because of this, issues connected with the out-of-home placement 

need to be adâressed in play therapy fht or, at thes, concurrently, with famiiy of origin 

issues, 

Annie and Lenny's behaMour in relationship to feelings of anger, anxiety7 

aggression and separatiodoss have been disaissecl previously. Regarding C d s ,  his 

mother describeci bis behaviour towards her as extremely aggressive before he entered 

foster me.  Agency workers involved with the family at the thne attributed Curtis' 

original aggression to anxiety, anger and hstration stemming fiom his mother's 

emotiody detached way of parenting him as weli as to her age-inappropriate and 

unredistic expectations of him. 

Unable to respond to Curtis' need to please her and feel closer to ber, bis 

mother's m u e n t  response to his anger was to send him to his room at which point, he 

would become enrageci. As Greenspan and Greenspan (1985) note, ''(Sendiog a child to 

his room) may give a child the sense that his anger will always lead to separation. Under 

these circumstauces he may find his anger even more fiightening than it was initialif (p. 

203). Sadly, in Curt.is7 case7 his mother eventually placed him in care whea she was no 

longer able to manage his aggression, prolonghg the separation and its attendant feelings 

of anxiety for Curtis- 



Curtis appeared to blame hllnselfor others for king separated fiom his mother. 

He was initially unable to express any anger towards her and, indeed, seemed to idealize 

her (see Loyalty to  Parent's theme), As a result, early therapeutic intervention needed to 

be directed at helping Curtis cope with bis feelings about the separation and his out-of- 

home placement, his cognitive distortions about himaand bis situation, and his diEcult 

behaviour- Only later in therapy sessions was he able to tolerate, in a Limited marner, 

discussion of abusive incidents pnor to coming &O care and some of his negative feelings 

about his mother. 

In Gare, Curtis continueci to experience Provence's (1987) intense cycle of feelings 

of separation and anger resulting in additional feelings of '8adnessY) shame and aniety. 

His feelings of anxïety were heightened by his perception that he could not retum to his 

mother until he w longer acted aggressively. Curtis' anxiety and anger was m e r  

exacerbated by the raason provided by his mother for not previously visithg him very 

often. Curtis reported his mother t e h g  bim it was her wish he "get his behaviour under 

control" before she starteci visiting him more fiequently. 

At school and in the foster home, Curtis often used intimidation and bulIying of 

younger and smaller chiidren to feel more in control without always using overtly violent 

behaviour. Because he fiequently perceived bis rage as too threatening and 

overwhelming, Curtis also sometimes turned it inwards, resulting in feehgs  of pervasive 

sadness, " C ~ n e a y '  behaviour such as st&g and lying and, at times, explosions of violent 

temper when he was no longer able to defend against it. 

Curtis' behaviour can be interpreted as both originahg in and being maintaineci 

by extreme separation anxiety. In the playroom, Curtis' feelings of anger were 



coosistentiy dernonstrated by his aggressive themes of play. Weeks of play therspy 

sessions would entail elaborate battle scenes in which Curtis always won "Sneakf' 

behaviour such as aying to take extra candy or cookies, attempting to steal eom the 

corner store on outings and preending to break toys by accident were aiso demonstnited. 

Overt displays of aggression were rare. On one occasion, CuRis d e l i i t e l y  smashed a 

doiihouse d e r  beiig told this was not allowed. C d s '  response was to try and rengage 

me in play immediately. 

This incident occumd during a period of high stress for Curtis that seerned to be 

related to bis difliculty adjustiag to mering d e s  between his foster parents' and his 

parents' households. Hîs foster parents and parents had ais0 observed acting out 

behaviour during this the. Shortly after this incident, Curtis asked to borrow a book 

fkom my book collection. 1 decided to d o w  this, not only as a demonstration of my trust 

and regard for Curtis, but as a means of inaeasing feeliogs of C O M ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ S S  for him 

while he remained "in limbo7 between the two households. 

After a bumpy start of having to remind Curtis to retwn the book, borrowing two 

books per session became part of our routine. Each week, Curtis returned the books he 

borrowed the previws week and chose two others. It became a matter ofpnde for him 

to return the books before being asked. On the odd occasion that he forgot one or both 

books, he always prornised to bring them the following week and remindecl himself doud 

that he coutd not borrow another one mtil the others had been retwned- 

At the end of our 47th session, CuRis, who had brought a Beanie Baby with hlln 

that he had received as a present fiom his parents, told me that he was gohg to leave him 

with me to look a f k  for the week 1 interpreted Curtis' actions on this occasion as a 
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toucbiag illustration of his ongoing need for nurturance and connectedness with 

important people in bis life as weil as possibly a need for connedon among aU the people 

who cared about him. 

Issues of amiety, anger, aggrrssion and loss during play therapy sessions with 

Tracy were less overt but stili present, as she appeared to be aainly deféndug againn 

them using simple wping mechanisms such as avoidance and denial. Her feelings were 

revealed indirectiy. For example, feelings of anxiety were suggested by ber refusa1 to 

enter the piayroom before 1 did and references in play to doUs needing to be de. 

Feelings ofanger and aggression were duded to in a playful manner at times when she 

diuxissed her interaction with pers at school. Feeüngs about separation and loss fiom 

her f d y  of origin have k e n  discussed previously when cüscussing the importance of the 

therapeutic relationship. 

As a novice play therapist, 1 attempted to be particulariy aware of how my own 

anxiety about the leamhg process impacted on the children's generalized anxiety. 1 had 

concerns, too, about my ability to deal wîth the children's potential to be physically 

aggressive in the playroom when experiencing angry or anxious feelings. The research 

and literature on the physical expression of aggression as a rneaas of catharsis remains 

mixed with some writers viewing it as a healthy means of reducing aggressive impulses 

and others viewing it as a m e .  of reinforcing aggressive impulses (Schaefer, 1993, pp. 

109-1 14, 133-134). 

Schaefer (1993) suggests that in dealhg with aggressive behaviour in play 

therapy, 'Vie introduction of a few specific Limits combiied with a systernatic way of 

helping children be responsible for them establishes the sec- of(the play therapy) 
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environment" and "helps the chilcirai to accept th& own feeiings and thereby be more 

readily able to a c h e  mastery over the interruptions in their eff'orts to develop 

themselves within a social and interpersonal context" (pp. 1 34-135). He adds that the 

d e t y  and security of this envirooment enables children to express and release emotions 

unacceptable elsewhere in their lives. 

1 soon discovered that the children's feelings of anger, h e t y  and separation/loss 

were fiequedy limited to metaphorid play. providiog distaoce for both them and me- I 

was reiieved to discover that even Annie's temper tantrums were manageable. At times, 

however, lllnit setting and rediredon were necessary in curtailing Curtis' aggressive play 

when his aEièct and behaviour escalateci in a marner that appeared to be reinforcing his 

aggressive impulses. 

In summaiy, it is apparent tbat therapists d d g  with this population of ciiiidren 

need to be prepared to deal with intense and difficult feelings of anger, anxiety' 

aggression, and separation~loss that adults oAen find unacceptable in chïldren. It is part 

of the therapeutic process to address and process these feelings with children in order to 

re-establish a healthy pattern of emotionai, cognitive and socid development. Therapists 

also need to be prepared to deal with those feelings elicited in themselves by the 

children's behaviour and circumstances- 

Deve10pment.l Issues 

One ofmy leaniing objectives was to develop a b ~ e r  understanding of normative 

childhood behaviour and childhood bebaviour that should be cause for concem. 1 

especidy wanted to feel more confident in assessing children's seXU8liZed behaviour in 
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this regard. Research by Friedrich (1 990, 199 l), Gii and Johnson (1 993) and Johason 

(1996) about children's sexual behaviors was particularly helpfiil. 

Knowledge of developmerital issues is important durhg the essessrnent 

component and goal setting component of play therapy in order to idente  if a child is 

deviating fiom deveiopmental noms and, if so, in what way. In addressing any issues in 

play therapy, therapists need to be aware of developrnental levels in order to ascertain 

appropriate meaos of interv- Premature attempts at Ehanpinp distorted perceptions 

about f d y  members rnay be fùtile. for example, i fa  child's conceptualization capacity is 

not çufnciently developed. Harter (1983) notes that very young children do not 

understand that two feelings can occu. simultaneously. As children mature, they develop 

an understanding that two feelings can be experienced sequentially, two compatiile 

feelings can be experienced simultaneously and eventually, that one or more incompatible 

feehgs about the same person or thing c m  be experienced simultaneously. 

In working with four-year-old Lemy, for example, it was apparent that he was 

able to feel sadness or anger about his absent rnother but not usualiy at the same the. 

He was certainly not able to iden t3  positive feelings about her when experiencing 

sadness or anger. Lemy's developmental level guided me in my treatment goals away 

fiom excessive verbal exploration of feelings and towards addressing Lenny's needs for 

nurtunng, attention, diety and predictability in bis present home environment. 

It is also helpful if therapists are aware of a child's developmental stage at the 

time of a known trauma or separation and loss. In this way, distortions in subsequent 

development can be understood and addresseci. Unfominately, ai i  of the children seen for 

play therapy during this practicum process experienced chronic trauma and neglect during 
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early childhood culminahg in separation fiom primary caregivers upon coming into are. 

Because of these fiictors, it can be inferred that they are at risk for experiencing 

distortions in basic personality and identity development including deficits in their 

at tachent  capacity (Delaney, 1991; Steinhauer, 1199)' issues aromd trust, and feelings 

of shame, doubt and guilt (Erickson, 1980). 

My increasing howledge of normative child behaviour, sexuai and otherwise, 

was a h  helpfid in asshthg cafegivers such as Lemy's ount put their childm's 

behaviour in a developmental context. She couid be reassured, for example, that L e ~ y ' s  

desire to do things for himse& his lying, and his difficulty talcing respu~sibüity for his 

actions were ail typical behaviour for a child his age. Lemy's aunt dso expresseci 

concem that Lemy's fiequent touching of his own genitals was an indication that he had 

been sexually abused. While 1 was unable to teil her categorically that Lemy had not 

been abused, 1 was able to let her know that his behaviour was normal for a child his age 

in developing a sense of himselfand his environment. 1 also suggested that at stressfûi 

tirnes, children sometirnes soothe themselves in this mariner- 

Other areas of development about which therapias need to be both 

knowledgeable and sensitive include children's defenses and wping mecbanisms in 

~rviving an abusive or neglectfiil enwonment. Young children's behaviour is related to 

their dependence on adults for their physicai and emotionai weli being. Behaviours in 

children who have been abused or  neglected by their caregivers can be viewed as adaptive 

for the purposes of eliciting caregiving behaviour while simdtaneously protecting 

themselves fiom ham often fiom the same penon. This was evident in Annie's 

manipulativeness and need for control which engaged adults but on "her terms"; Lemy's 



regression wbich invited nurhiring behaviour, and his detacheci way of relating to others 

which kept him at a d e  distance; C d  attempts to behave pcrtéctly in order to be 

allowed to go home and not displee~e bis mother, and Tracy's general deniai of negative 

feelings to avoid provoking a negative respouse in aduits. 

In summary, biowledge of developmentai issues is an essential part of play 

therapy with children in terms of appropriate assesSmeut, goal formulation, points of 

intervention, e d u d o n  and support for caregivers, and undentadhg of ch3drenYs 

defenses and coping mechanisms. 

Systemic Issues 

It is especially important to intemene at a systemic level when working with chiid 

maltreatment as it recognizes the importance of various systerns on a cbild's fiinctioning 

and sense of identity. At the start of this practicum process, I was already aware of 

systemic issues that can have a negative impact on the care children at risk receive: a 

shortage of high quaiity foster care providers, child w e k e  workers with heavy 

caseloads, long, drawnsut wurt procedures and recently, a trend (driven by financiai and 

p0hti~a.i forces) towards muiimal i n t e r e n c e  in familes and rerinification offamiles 

where progress has not necessady k e n  demonstrated. 

It is my opinion that play therapy in this context should not preclude attempts to 

obtain idonnation fkom, and work, with di systerns involved with a child regardless of 

the obstacles. Obtaining information fiom schools, foster parents, birth parents and 

agency workers provides a better understanding of the chiid within his or her various 

environments. Additiody, it provides a system of checks and balauces in assessing the 
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need to in t e~eae  with aspects of the child's environment rather than just the child. This 

was poignantly demonstrated in temis of both Amie and L w ' s  home mvironments. 

Nor, however, should working systemidy predude advocating with various 

parts ofthe system for a chiid's needs to be better addressed. The need for advocacy in 

Annie's situation, for example, has been disaissed previously. Another need for 

advocacy arose when Tracy's agency worker refised to make altemate arrangements for 

transportation to her play therapy sessions after the agency driver left the agency. He 

believed it was the foster parents' responsbility. The foster parents believed it was the 

agency's respoo~ibility~ The impasse between agency perso~el  and the foster parents 

resulted in Tracy misshg four appointments in succession and her social worker reporting 

that therapy wouid simply have to be discontinued if the foster parents were not able to 

drive her. The impasse was eventually overcome through a mediation process in which 

the agency agreed to pay the foster parents' mileage to brhg Tracy for her weekly 

appointments. 

In summaty' working systemidy can be a particularly effactive meam of 

intervening with troubled children and their f&es. Despite the potential obstacles and 

the sometimes complex dynamïcs that arise, systernic intervention provides a broader 

perspective on children's fÙnctioning and the hctioning of their caregivers. It al- 

provides a system of checks and balances to ensure children's needs are King adequately 

met. 



In their review of the play therapy intervention literature7 Landreth, Horneyer, 

Glover and Sweeney (1996) concluded that play therapy was considered mostiy or 

completely successful with 80.A of cbildren in treatment. However7 in reviewing the 

overall meager (but growing) accumulation of clinically related data and research, P W p s  

and Laadreth (1998) caution that "the gains in specific and usefial knowïedge have been 

srdi" (p. 3). A recpnt survey of 1 166 play therapists m the United States revded that 

80% of clients ended treatment c'mody successfùl" or ccwmpletely successW (Phillips 

& Landreth, 1998, p. 8). The authors use these fhdings to encourage fùture rigorous 

and empirical evaluations of play therapy (Phiiüps & Landreth, 1998). 

Interestingly, the play therapists intervieweci for Phillips and Landreth's survey 

(1998) consistently cited play therapy as usefùl with a population of sexually or physically 

abused chiidren (p. 1 1). Accordhg to the majority of therapists in the study, "Success in 

play therapy is detennined largely by the relationship between therapist and child, as well 

as the involvement of parentdfamily in treatment" (Phillips & h d r e t h ,  1998, p. 12). 1 

agree with this. 

My subjective impression of the play therapy process was very positive. 1 

experienced play therapy as a dynamic and effective intervention with children who have 

been maltreated. If play is the language of children in general, it is most ceriainly the 

language of children who have been silenced by fear, pain and rejection. Giving voice to 

children through irnaginary play, song or art can be both poignant and powerttl as can 

giving tools to caregivers that amplement their children's therapeutic work and allow 

them to meet their childrenys needs. 
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In te= of my leaming goals for the practicum, 1 believe 1 was able to meet them 

ail to varying degrees. However, in meeting the three generai goals set for myseE more 

goals were generated. For exemple, 1 beiieve 1 gained experience using differerit long- 

terni play therapy models and techniques with boys and girls at Merent developmental 

stages, and from different sociaconomic and cultural backgrounds. 1 would also me, 

however, to become proficient in providing short-tenn cnsis-orienteâ play therapy for 

chiidren and in conducting play therapy assessments for court purposes (Trubitt, 1994). 

Additiody, because aü of the children 1 saw were Living in ou t s f  home 

placements, 1 did not get an opportunity to work extensively with birth parents. 1 

discovered during the practicum proass that issues reIated to out-of-home placements 

generdy took precedence over those more directiy related to the maltreatment 

experienced by the children. I would like to gain m e r  expenence in providing play 

therapy for children residing with theu bkth parents with ali the accompanying dynamics. 

In learning about the many dflerent types of play therapy, 1 also discovered play 

therapy models and techniques that require further specialized education and training. 1 

would very much be interested in developing music therapy and Theraplay skiiis, for 

example, as well as the ability to conduct Filial Therapy sessions with parents and 

children. Interestingiy, I first found myself appalied at mggesteci Theraplay techniques, 

viewing them as intrusive, controliing and disrespecttùl of a child's boundaries. 

However, 1 came to believe that some Theraplay techniques in the context of 

relationship-focused therapy wuld be very effective in encouraging attachment. My 

relatively smaü experience with them during this pfacticum underscored this for me. 



In temis of my second goai ofleaming to cornmunicete effectively with 

caregivers, 1 felt ody  partialiy successful. While my experiences with Curtis and Tracy's 

foster parents were positive and baianced, my experiences with Annie and Lenny's 

caregivers were somewhat fhstrating- 1 would have prefemd to have been able to 

develop a positive working alliance with Annie's foster parents. However, 1 believe that 

advocating for a change in placement was necesaqr when it became apparent that her 

foster parents were unable to  provide for her specid &S. 

The decision to advocate for an altemate placement for a chiid or  to notify Child 

and Family Services of parenting concenu needs to be based on a number of 

considerations. These include a chiid's &&y and emotiod needs, and attachent to his 

or her caregiver, the need to maintain the integrity of the therapeutic relationship, the 

caregiver's abiüty to benefit fiom additional support and education ifavailable, and an 

appropriate interpretatîon of the Child and Famiiy Services Act, which defines the 

conditions under which notification of a child welfare agency is mandatory 

F i y 7  1 believe 1 gained valuable knowledge about no& and concerning child 

behaviour in the context of chiid abuse and neglect through my experiences with the four 

lovely children who participateci in play therapy, their caregivers and other collaterals 

such as school and daycare personnel; regular supervision; and ongoing review of the 

available Iiterature. Since the literature is always being updated, 1 can only hope to keep 

up with current trends in c l in id  and empirical findings. 

One of my final goals generated by the completion of this practicum process is to 

conduct fùture research on the various facets of play therapy. Selected research topics 1 

have considered include its general efficacy* the role of the person who provides 
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transportation for children to play therapy sessioos, and a longitudinal study of childm 

seen for play therapy. 
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Customer Satisfaction Ouestiomaire 

1 would iike to know your thoughts and feehgs about coming to the ELizabeth Hill 
Counselling Centre. 

1) What was good about comiag to the Elizabeth Hiil CounseUuig Centre? 

2 )  What was not so ~ o o d  about coming to the Elizabeth Hill Coullsehg Centre? 

3) What did you leam fiom coming to the Elizabeth HiIl Counselting Centre? 

4) If things could have been different about coming to the Elizabeth Hill Counsehg 
Centre, how woulà you have chan@ hem? 

5) 1s there anything else you would iike to say about comiag to the Ebabeth W 
Counselüng Centre? 




